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When some evening's sun illumines
the purple ridge of the western horizon
with its fading glory, when after many
years, on the evening side of life, you are
gathered around the old fireplace, in retro-
spection of the dim past, may this book
serve not only as a friend, recalling the
happier days of your youth, may it be
even greater, awakening within your very
being new hopes, greater aspirations, and
glorious visionsof amore useful and helpful
life, made possible by the days spent in
our beloved Alma Mater.
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TO
PROF. THOMAS SHADRACH GREER, B.S., A.B.,
IJliose cheerful selj-denial (Did devotion to Ids
Alma Mater aiid whose faith in God ajid daily
walk for these seven years are worthy of emula-
tion, whose beautiful and self-sacrificing life has
been a blessing and constant benediction to alf
We, the ''Aurora'' Staff, dedicate this, the
Seventh Volume of the
AURORA
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Our President Emeritus was born in the State of Ohio and educated
in Cornell College, Iowa. For seven years Dr. Akers was Superintend-
ent of Schools of the State of Iowa, and for twenty-two consecutive
years Principal of the Walter Scott School, Chicago, Illinois. In the
year 1918 he was elected Vice-President and in 1919 Acting President ot
Olivet University. In 1920, he was elected President Emeritus, as an
expression of appreciation, respect and confidence of the Board ot
Trustees.
Our President Emeritus is one among ten thousand. Beloved ot
his students, respected by all who meet him, endeared to all who greet
him. May the few remaining years that he is permitted to spend with
us be his best ones. May the richest blessings of the Storehouse of God
be shed upon him trom day to ciay, sending torth rays ot sunshine that
will be a blessing to all with whom he comes in contact, making the even-
ing of his long and useful life a source ot power and inspiration to all who
know him, giving joy to the joyful and strength to the weak and comtort
to the sorrowing, a loving and devoted triend to all. May many rise up
in that day and call him blessed.
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DEDICATED TO OLIVET UNIVERSITY
By ALICE LEWIS
Treasured in God's celestial realm,
A priceless jewel:
Our christian school;
Honored and owned and blessed of God,
Our Olivet
—
Still lives—lives yet.
We know God will not slight thy call.
For He doth mark the sparrows' fall.
And calm, serene has been thy trust.
So faithful, kind to all, and just.
Anchored in faith that holds secure.
Our precious school
—
Our noble school
—
Echoing thru the wrecks of time
A record clear.
For God drew near.
We know that thou hast braved the storm,
Tho oftentimes been bent and torn.
But lo, thy stately walls contain.
Yea, scores of prayers in Jesus' name.
Valued and loved by students all:
Our Olivet!
There's no regret.
But fondest memories hid away.
Of lessons taught.
And battles fought;
Of calls to service
—
go or stay;
Of hopes revived which brot the ray
Of sunshine bursting thru the cloud.
Ah, Olivet! of thee we're proud.
There lingers clearly in our minds
The thot of thee:
Thy faculty,
So staunch antl true to Goil and thee.
To students all,
Lest one shouKI fall;
'l'h\ stately buililings antl thy halls,
'I'he hours we spent within thy walls;
'I'hy campus ground, midst beauty set.
Oh, ()livet! we'll ne'er tortret.
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Hugh Clifford Benner, Conductor
Personnel
Tst J'ioHn 2nd V'tnlin
J. RoLLA Cain Frances Smith
RoLLA Benner Marguerite Hughes
Dorothy Crammond Cari Kruse
Velma Lynch Mildred Dennis
Cello Park. Allen
S. R. Bl'RKHOLDER RaLPH CoATE
Lois Metz Allene Brown
Robert Roushey Saxaphone
Clarinet Sidne'^' Massie
Dimple Goode Ray Cami'bell
Esther Shelby Trombone
Trumpet Audre\' Carroll
O. Denton Floyd Homer Gilmore
Olin W. Waltz Tulhi
Horn Lawrence Benner
Gladys Allen Piano
Laben Huff - Marion Messenger
Dnuiis
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John WiLLiNGHAM
Wesley Middleton
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Hugh Clifford Bewer, Conducior
Personnel
Clarinet
Dimple Goode
Esther Shelby
Criryiet
Denton Floyd
Wesley Middleton
Ralph Boyden
Baritone
RoLLA Bekner
Horn
Gladys Allen
Park Ai lex
Sa.xapkone
Sidney Massie
Ray Campbell
Trombone
Homer Gilmore
Audrey Carroll
Pauline Steele
Tuba
Lawrence Benner
Dunns
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TO
Martha E. Odell, Matron
FOR her, no brush has spoken on canvas a message of emulation. For her, no chisel has
carved in granite a name of fame. For her, no beams from yonder glowing orb have
painted on evening skies rainbows of praise. But what matters that? Canvas decays;
granite crumbles; rainbows fade and vanish,
leaving naught to mark the place of their
seven-hued curves.
Her praise, more glorious than these, is
graven on the hearts of those whose treas-
ured privilege it has been to know her and
to call her "Mother."
Like Ruth of ancient time, she left
kindred and home, journeying into a strange
land where, in the midst of a people not her
own, she chose to labor in the vineyard of
her Master.
In our joys, she has rejoiced. In our
sorrows, she has wept. In our strength, she
has gloried. In our weakness, she has
borne us on wings of prayer. Thus, in joy,
in sorrow, in strength, in weakness, her life
has been to us as a beautiful star, leading us
to a clearer vision of that wondrous Bright
and Morning Star, so long her radiant
guide.
ill
Her presence is delightful as dewy nectar from seven
crimson rosebuds, plucked by fairy hands at misty dawn.
Her heart is pure as the whiteness of seven lilies, kissed by
the glistening dew of the budtling morn.
I Icr sjiirit is calm as seven placitl waters, soothed to rest
by the lingering glow of the peaceful even.
THIS IS OUR "MOTHER."
••
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Pastor University Church of the Nazarene
REV. J. E. GAAR was an ordained elder in the Methodist Protestant Church for fourteen
years. He served as President oi the Southern Protestant Conference during a term
of four years, and was a delegate to the General Conference of the above mentioned Church
during three successive sessions.
In the year 191 1, Rev. Gaar united with
the Church of the Nazarene, in which Church
he has labored until the present time. The
two years following his union with this Church
were spent in the evangelistic iield. He then
served as pastor at Peniel College, Greenville,
Texas, for one year; then at Central Nazarene
College, Hamlin, Texas, for a period of four
years.
In the year 1919, the Church Board of the
University Church of the Nazarene, Olivet,
Illinois, enthusiastically supported by a unan-
imous vote of the membership of that Church,
called Rev. J. E. Gaar as pastor. Feeling it to
be the will of the Lord, he accepted the call.
During the months in which he has labored
among us he has proven himself to be a man
of God, safe in doctrine, warm in heart, conse-
cratedj^in life, prayerfully and untiringly
devoted to the high calling to which God has
called him.
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Kaymond }. Cakiioi.l, Edi/or- !>i C/iief
Lela Rf,\"noi.d.s Isii-'t.in! Editor
Carl McCi.ain '. College Editor
Audrey Carroli Munc Editor
Sidney Massie Art Editor
Venus Htdsun F.xpression E.ditor
'
Ralj'u Fai Ein.F. F.i"L' College Editor
'.'>
.
,
V:\UEL ?>\>v.\\c^v.^ Acade:?:}' Editor
^acidtu ^leprcsjentati&es
Alpha Cochran
P. J. Goodwin
^faiutigerial
lit. II (J. Hi,nni;r Husini'ss .\I,i/iiiger
J'.i). ( Ml, I, UP Assistant
Sij.DicN Ki-.i.i.F.y Assistant
( ).s(A R Im NCH Assistant
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BOOK I . . THE UNIVERSITY
BOOK II SENIORS
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BOOK III
BOOK IV
. . THE CLASSES
ORGANIZATIONS
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John Wesi.ev Akers, B.S., M.S., D.D.
Theolo^y^ Bible
Thom.'^s S. Greer, B.S., A.B.
History
JosHiA E. Hoover, Ph.H.
Science
Paul J. Goodwin, A.B., A.M.
Philosophy
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Flora Reid Coate, A.B., A.M.
College English
RiVNOM) S. Wll.l.lAMS, I'h.B.
I'olilical and Social Science
Charles E. West, M.D.
Medicines
Ali'ha J. Cochran, A.H., H.D.
Mallicmalics
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S. Ray Burkhoi.der, B.S., B.Mus.
Director oj Conservatory
Piano, Theory, Harmony
Ada B. Carroi.i,, B-Mu*;.
Vocal
Marion Messenger
Piano
J. Roi.i.A Cain
r'iolin. Mandolin, (luitar
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Hugh C. Benner, B.S., B.D
Band and Orchestra
Laura B. Sutton, Ph.B.
English
! " t
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Oi.iN W. Wait/., B.S., A.H., H.I).
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Lowell H.Coate, Ph.B., B.D.
Education
JoNNiE H. Dance
Expression
KAtHLKKN A. WiLLINGHAM
An
Grace Melleivi
Commercial
31
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Homer Gilmore
Manual Training
Martha F,. Odell
Matron
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Edna Reed
Fourth Gt'cide
Medora Merrill
Second Grade
^5i
Ida Reed
Third Crude
Patience Parcell
First Grade
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Rev. E. G. Anderson
Treasurer, Olivet University
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RoilKKT C. RoU.SHKV
Business Mtinager
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FACULTY OFF DUTY
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PRESIDENT J. E. L. MOORE, A.M., D.D.
WHILE Olivet University has had numerous tair and pleasant days in her past hist(jry,
vet it is also true that she has had some tlays when the storm cloud of debt has
thrown a vail ot darkness across her skies; the thunders, muttering thunders ot unbelief
seemed to shake her very foundations; the strong
winds of criticism seemed to chill her most earnest
endeavor, while the floods ot indifference threatened to
swamp her verv existence. But thank God the clouds
have gone, save a mist on which rests a beautiful rain-
bow of promise. The thunders are no longer audible;
the boisterous winds have changed to balmy breeze of
springtime and the floods have assuaged by evaporation
or evacuation, leaving luxuriance in their train. We
can now see the promise—the dawning oi a brighter
day—emblazoned with letters of fire on the scroll ot
Olivet's skv. Truly the portals ot this new day have
swung wide and the sun of Olivet's future prosperity is
now driving her chariot through the gates of this new
morning, giving hope to multitudes ot earth's teeming
millions.
Let us notice some ot the foregleams ot this resplen-
dent dav.
First. AN OPTIMISTIC SPIRIT.
There is an optimism among our students, patrons,
and in tact our entire constituency, that has no equal in former years. Our people have
willingly and enthusiastically given their thousands to pay the debt against the Institution,
and in so doing have flung out a challenge to skepticism, wordliness, formalitv, and unbelief.
Second. UNUSUAL SPIRITUALITY.
One of the marked and most important characteristics ot Olivet University is the
intense Spirituality ot her student body. There is a religious spontaneity, hilarity, and
enthusiasm, among our students, that fills the verv atmosphere with glorv and unction.
Third. A MISSIONARY SPIRIT.
Olivet L^niversity is intensely missionary. We have a goodly number ot missionaries
preparing for the various fields, several of whom have been called during the present year.
The world is greatly in need of heroes and heroines for the cross of Jesus Christ.
Fourth. ^SPECIAL COURSES.
Our Special Bible Study Conferences under the leatlership of men of national promi-
nence have been a source of great blessing to our school. This is only the initial step toward
a stronger and broader Theological Department.
We believe the institution of a Medical Missionary course this year is a great forward
step. There is a great demand for missionaries with medical training.
Fifth. SUCCESSFUL ALUMNI.
Our alumni and students are making good all over the world. They are occupying
responsible positions as college professors, ministers, missionaries, christian workers,
and business men. They are a royal and loyal set, having broad visions, level heads, big
souls, and warm hearts. They are our best advertisements, and best assets.
37
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TOURING the school year represented by this book Olivet has enjoyed a number of
-*-^ lectures and lecture courses. The first of these was given by Dr. Garner, of the Uni-
versity of Illinois. His lecture, "Americanism vs. Radicalism," was a clear and compre-
hensive study of Bolshevism as it appears in its beginnings in America at present, with a
number of suggested remedies for this growing evil. This lecture was promoted by our
Sociological Society, and within a few weeks from the first lecture our Historical Society
brought another able speaker to us in the person of Dr. Larson, also of the State University.
Dr. Larson lectured on "The Present Status of the Irish Question" and gave to us a most
interesting study in one of the most vital and interesting international problems of the day.
Next followed a
General Superintend-
ber2-ii. Dr.Gooilwin
daily. In the morning
prospective preachers,
sound advice and
ered from a wide range
he lectured on the book
night he devoted him-
Acts, choosing such
Acts I : 5-8, "Spiritual
2: 9-26, and similar
Soon after the
series of lectures by
ent Goodwin, Decem-
lectured three times
at 10:30 he lectured to
giving them much
timely council gath-
ofexperience. At 1 1 130
of Romans, while at
self to the Book ot
subjects as "Power"
—
Manifestation "—Acts
themes,
holidays, Jan. 6-18,
Dr. A. L. Whitcomb gave us a splendid series of lectures. Each morning at 1 1 :30, Dr.
Whitcomb gave us a masterly lecture on one of the Minor Prophets, in the afternoon at
3:30 he lectured on such subjects as "Faith," "Spiritual Darkness, Its causes and Cure,"
"Conscience," and other vital subjects. These afternoon talks were especially helpful and
were developed in the form of Bible readings. At night. Dr. Whitcomb preached powerful
evangelistic sermons and many found their way to higher spiritual levels.
The third series of lectures was conducted by Dr. Andrew Johnson of Wilmore, Ky.
The general theme of this course was "Higher Criticism." For several years Dr. Johnson
has made this matter a subject of keen and careful unvestigation and became to us eminently
fitted for the wt^irthy task of arraigning those who attempt the destruction of the Holy
Woril. In his unique, characteristic, and masterly discourses at the morning Chapel
periods, this man of God considered, one by one, the most important arguments of the
destructive critics, while in the evening addresses he brought to justice and condemnation
the principal heresies of the present day, such as Christian Science, and Russellism. in
addition to these a class in elocution was conductetl which proved very beneficial.
During the entire series of lectures Dr. Johnson pi'oved himself to be keen in analysis, a
careful student, a masterly logician, and a man of absolute faith in GckI iind the Bdile.
The kcturcs and lecture courses are an advance step in the spiritual and intellectual
developnunt of our school. We have appreciateil and enjoyetl them ami are jileased to
learn that steps ari' being taken toward a similar course tluring the next school year.
Laurf.ncf. How k. Coll. '21.
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[AMES WILFORD GARNER, Ph.D.
(University of Illinois)
"Americanization vs. Radicalism"
November 14
;j9
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LAURENCE M. LARSON, Ph.D.
( University of Illinois
)
Present Status of the Liish Pkoui.f.m
'
November 28
40
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GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT J. W. GOODWIN, A.H., D.D.
December 2-1
1
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REV. A. L. WHITCOMB, M.S., D.D.
January 6-17
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REV. ANDREW JOHNSON, D.D., Ph.D.
.March 13—April 4
43
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(iKNKRAl. SlU^KRIN'l'KNDENT H. 1'. REYNOLDS, D.D.
(Missionary Convention)
March IJ-14
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HON. J. FRANK HANLY
{Ex-Governor oj Indiana)
Lecture, Wednesday, May 26
Commencement Address, May 2"
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15- REV. CHARLES A. BROWN
District Superintendent
Chicds^o Central
UPM
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GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT R. T. WILLIAMS, A.B., B.D., D.D.
Evangelist
August 22—September 5
111
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ARTHUR FRIEDHEIM
AVw York
February 9 8:15 p. m.
Program
I. Ballade in B minor Liszt
Sonata Appassionata Beethoven
Allegro assai
Andante con moto
Allegro ma n<jn trcjppo
Presto
II. Moto Perpetuo
, ,
Weber
Two Songs Without Words Alendehsohn
Contemplation
Spinning Song
Preludes in C, G antl F sharp ^ Chopin
Impromptu m A flat
Scherzo in B flat minor
III. Will o the Wisp Etude l.iszt
Two Legends
St. Francis of Assisi Preaching to the Birds
St. Francis of Paola Walking on the Waves
Fantasy, " JDon Giovanni" (Mozart)
•4S
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VIOLIN
GAYLORD YOST
Indianapolis
March 1
6
8:15 P. M.
Program
1. Louisiana Suite Gaylord Yos/
Moderato e maestoso
Allegretto quasi andante
Allegro giocoso (Plantation Dance)
Allegro vivace
2. Concerto, A minor Cecil Burleigh
Somberly; rather gruffly
Chant; in pensive mood
Swiftly, savagely
3. Prel ude John Gander
Etude in C minor Chopin
John Gunder
4. Irish Air ;" Air. by U'eatherly
Rondino Beetlwoen-Kreisler
Schoen Rosmarin Fritz Kreisler
Hungarian Dance Brahms-Joachim
5. Long Ago MacDowell-Yost
From the Canebrake Samuel Gardiner
Guitarre Moszkowski
Habanera Sarasate
no
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UNIVERSITY STRING QUARTETTE
Cain, R. Benner, H. Benner, Burkholder
: = }
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UNIVI'.KSIIV MALI'. (jUAKTl.Tr
Hoover, l)niii.;an, Mas,sii\ Hcmicr
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AEOLIAN QUARTETTE
Lewis, Freeman, Lampton, Halderman
'TPHE members of the Aeolian Quartette will never realize how much they were appreciated
-^ by the large audiences who heard them sing. Eternity alone shall reveal this know-
ledge. Their harmony, simplicity, humbleness, whole-heartedness, consecration and faith
were a continuous blessing and help to all who had the opportunity of hearing the Harmony
Four.
The Aeolian Quartette is unanimously pronounced by the thousands who have heard
it to be one of the greatest ladies' quartettes in the land. P. P. Bilhorn, the noted
singer, says, "The members of this quartette are truly wonderful singers." The great
work they have accomplished for Olivet University is indeed marvelous; having resigned
their positions in the business world, they have devoted their time out on the field singing,
shouting, and praying for financial sustenance for our dear Olivet, making possible its
open doors.
May the richest blessings of the triune God rest upon these his children, undergirding
and strengthening them and causing their every effort to be a constant benediction to
hundreds, yea thousands.
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MISS VIRGINIA SHAFFER
Soloist
August ii^Septemher 5
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STOP! LOOK! LISTEN!
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Mariox, Ohio.
Hl'jh C. Benner, B.S., B.D.
Divinity and History
President of Class; Business Manager of tlie
Aurora; Organizer and First President of Amphic-
tyon Literary Society; President of Alumni;
President of Sociological Society; President of
Ministerial Association; Conductor of the Band
since '14, and of the Orchestra since '17; Editor
of the Aurora '18 and '19; President of Men's
Chorus. Captain of College Basket Ball Team;
Graduate in Music '15 and '18; B.S. '19. Receives
the degree, Bachelor of Divinity.
Here is a unique combination of intelligence,
moral force, and Christian integrity. This nativ^e
of "Buckeye" soil has sat on the footstool of
Olivet's oracles since his Grammar School days,
and has imbibed the whole tone and spirit of the
growing institution of which he has been for so
long, virtually, a part. Mr. Benner forges to the front of every activity by his sheer force
of intellect and indomitable energy. Hard work and keen discernment are the secrets ot
his success. He is a good classmate in school and a good team mate on the athletic field.
"Benner" is also a musician of taste and his aesthetic nature find copious expression in
that most favored of arts. Under his able leadership, both the band and orchestra have
advanced to a high stage of excellency. Mr. Benner's life work is the ministry of the
Gospel, and we are sure he will make a valuable addition to the VanGuard of the Holiness
Movement.
"Sousa"
Occupation: Seeing the Dean.
Characteristics: Sleeping and wearing a mustache.
I l(>])l)y: " Lingering in north side room of chapel,
making dates." "Reading the
rules."
J'avcjritc i'Api-ession : "My last night in this
rijoH)."
Hopes to be: Able lo lovt' intellectuall v.
Likes: I'nincltes.
m
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HaYD EN, Colo.
Raymond J. Carroll, B.S., B.D.
Divinity mid History
Editor-in-Chiel- ot the 1920 .iiirora\ Organ-
izer and First President of Bresee Literary
Society; Vice-President of Class; Secretary-
Treasurer of Library Campaign Committee;
Secretary of Alumni; State President of the L P.
A., '19. Treasurer ot Octo-Spartan Tennis Club;
Business Manager of the Aurora, '17, '18, and '19.
Member ot Olivet Historical and Sociological
Societies; Forward on College Basket Ball Team;
Graduate of English Theological Course, '18; B.S.
'19; Receives the degree Bachelor of Divinity.
Mr. Carroll is one of Olivet's veterans as this
is his seventh year here as a student. During
this time there has been scarcely a line of school
activity but what has felt the invigorating
impetus of his influence, for "Carroll is pep
personified." When a responsibility arises which needs push and vim and "ginger,"
it quite otten falls upon this expeditious gentleman from the "Hawkeye" state. He was,
during the three years previous to this one, financial manager of the Aurora, and his remark-
able business ability has brought our Annual to its excellent financial standing. Raymond
has proven himself an enthusiastic and zealous booster of any and every movement that
goes toward making a better and a greater Olivet. He is a natural born leader and a live
wire—a success. More than all this, he is a warm friend, a devout and humble Christian,
and a good preacher. We wish him success in his work ot carrying the gospel to hungry souls.
JKH^
"Jim"
Occupation: Nothin' Partic'lar.
Characteristics: Dramatic and Hungry.
Hobby: Vocalization.
Favorite F.xpression: "Heavenly Sunlight!" (The
rest not in type).
Hcjpes to be: ''Gathered around the old I^amiK'
Fireplace.
Likes: Not a thing.
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Peniel, Texas
Venus T. Hudson, A.B.
English
President cjt Expression Undergraduates;
\'ice-President of Amphictyon Literary Society;
Member oi Aurora Editorial Staff; Spizzeringtum
Ambassador; Secretary of Young People's Socie-
ty; Member ot Amphictyon Oracle Staff;
Receives Bachelor of Arts Degree.
Texas sands, in her border lands.
Could not this Miss retain.
The South -ivas hers, the North she icoii,—
And PenieTs loss is Olivefs gain.
Venus Hudson came to us this year from
Peniel, Texas. She will return a capped and
gowned senior,—dignity, wisdom, et al. Olivet's
faithful muse of scholastic lore has imparted
freely its precepts and admonitions in return tor
a ray of Texas sunshine and a reflection of the
friendly spirit of the Southland. Miss Hudson
has a quiet, frank disposition through which is interwoven a characteristic vein of humor.
She has taken an active interest in the varied activities ot Olivet University, especially in
literary society work and in athletics. She is an accomplished reader and an excellent
vocalist. Her standing is high as a student and her position is permanent in the esteem
and friendship of her associates. Miss Hudson expects to specialize as an elocutionist and
as a vocalist. She is an earnest Christian worker, and we are sure she will receive from life
that happiness and enjoyment which comes with loving service and the consciousness of
true worth.
VENUS
Occu)iati((n : Mnding the "T.ost Chord."
Charactcrisric: Dreaming day dreams, "English.
Hobby: Chewing gum.
J'avorite cxi)ressi()n: " Veh, that's right."
I lopes to be: What she isn't.
Likes: '10 make love. "A larye mailing list."
58
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Springfield, Ohio
Sidney A. Massie, B.S.
Science and History
Art Editor of the Aurora; President of Olivet
Historical Society; Member ot Band and
Orchestra; Former Business Manager of Olivet
Concert Band; President ot Bresee Literary
Society: Member of Men's Chorus; Member ot
College Basket Ball Team, and of the Octo-
Spartan Tennis Club; with the U. S. Naval
Forces, 'i8. Student Instructor of Spanish in
x'\sbury college, '17; receives his B. S. degree.
Sidney has been with us several years, and is
a product ot Olivet University. Though twice he
has been allured from the halls ot dear O. U.,
once by the U. S. Navy, and once by Asbury Col-
lege, he has as many times broken away to return
to the school of his choice; and this year he seals
his fidelity to his Alma Mater by accepting trom
her the degree of Bachelor of Science. Mr.
Massie has ever been prominently connected with the various school activities ot Olivet.
He is a good student and a fine athlete, and a conscientious Christian. Gitted with an
engaging personality, and a pleasing disposition, he easily wins and holds our friendship and
confidence. The rare spirit of true comradeship gives him an enviable and honest popularity
among his associates. He is the humorist ot the class and carries about an infectious smile
which is indeed the cause of his being so general a favorite.
"Sid"
Occupation: Skipper of " Nigah Hebb'n."
Characteristic: Jovial.
Hobby: Training School Teachers.
Pet Phrase: "Sleepy Slumbers on the slippery
slopes of Athens."
Hopes to be: Great, like Abe Lincoln.
Likes: "B"—well—er
—
guess who!
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Ralph E. Bauerle
Olivet, Illinois
Greek Theological Course
President of Class
Assistant Chaplain in Army, 1918
Graduate from Academy, 1919
Student Pastor at Tolono
Member of Historical Society
Called Missionary to India
"How can we rest •while India s millions die? '
Velma Guthrie
Hull, Illinois
English Theological Course
Graduate of Academy, 191
8
Member of Bresee Literary Society
and Historical Society
Called Missionary to Cuba
"Each day shall be a golden leaf.
In our life's volume long or brief.'
George L. Chesemore
Richland Center, JVisconsin
English Theological Course
\'ice President of Class
President of Olivet Gospel Band
Member of Missionary Society and
Ministerial Association
Called Missionary to South America
"It is better to really live one year than to hang
aroundfor twenty
"
Minnie Ivv Collinson
Olivet, Illinois
English Theological Course
Member of Students' Prayer Band,
'^'oung People's Society, Missionary Society,
anil I listorical Association
Attended Marion Business College
Calleil Missionary and Deaconess to Africa
"Oh Africa, dark Africa,
God's love will set you free."
iSi
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Carl Peter Nelson
Alida, Sask., Canada
English Theological Course
Leader ot Gospel Jail Band
Member of Bresee Literary Society.
Called to the ministry.
"Never be content with present attainments: Push on!'
MiNA Osterle
Caro, Michigan
English Theological Course
Secretary of Class
Member of Amphictyon Literary Society, Historical
Society, and Wolverine Club.
"
^uiet contentment is- more than gold.
And constant victory, wealth untold."
Morris M. Himler
Indianapolis, Indiana
English Theological Course
Member of Hoosier Association,
Historical Society, Ministerial Association,
and Olivet Gospel Band
Student Pastor
" The Lord neverfeeds his sheep on cockleburrs and
huck-brtish."
Amanda \L Mellies
Clifton, Kansas
Greek Theological Course
Member ot Mission Band
Olivet Gospel Band, and Young People's^Society
Superintendent of Midway Sunday School
Called Missionary to India
" To the whitened harvest waiting
Haste ye reapers to the task."
Gl
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Edmunds, North Dakota
English Theological Course
Treasurer of Class
Member of Dakota Association and Bresee Literary
Society
Pastor of First Baptist Church, Grape Creek, Illinois.
"Fight oitl You cannot ride to heaven in a Ford."
Cora Iva Cook
Webster City, Iowa
English Theological Course
Treasurer of Olivet Mission Band
Member of Historical Society
Called Missionary to Africa.
"' Ichabod' shall never be written above my door.
MiLHAM A. DeHABEY
Bludaan, Syria
English Theological Course
Studied in Bludaan, Syria
Member of Amphictyon Literary Society,
and Mission Band.
Student Evangelist
Called Missionary to Palestine.
" The Holy Land is my parish."
Edith P. Long
Topeka, Kansas
English Theological Course
Secretary ot Olivet Gospel Band
and Stuiients' Mission Band
Graduate ot ^'ork Business College
In charge ot Children's Missionary work, among toreigners,
at VVestville.
Called Deaconess and Cit\' Missionary.
" Up, ye watchmen! Ye dare not let men go unwarned."
02
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Lloyd R. Thompson
Edmunds, North Dakota
English Theological Course
Member of Bresee Literary Society and
Olivet Gospel Band
Called to the Ministry.
"Pull or push, but don't han^ back.
No timefor idlers on this track."
Della May Smith
Filhnore, Illinois
Greek Theological Course.
Student teacher, P^nglish and grammar grades"^
Graduate ot Theological Department ot Ruskin Cave
College
Called to the ministry.
" To serve the Lord is blessed privilege; not sacrifice."
LiLLiE M. Ash POLE
Lyons, Iowa
Ministers' Shorter Course
Member of Missionary Prayer Band
Olivet Gospel Band
Amphictyon Literary Society
Glee Club, and Historical Society
Prospective Nurse to Africa.
" Stem the current strong and swift.
Only dead things float and drift."
Medora Merrill
Evansville, Indiana
Ministers' Shorter Course
Teacher in Primary Department
Former student of Valparaiso University and Newburg
High School
Graduate of Lockyear's Business College
"If we ought to succeed we can.
If we can we must and will."
(;.",
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John Willingham
Olivet, Illinois
President of Class
Amphictyon Literary Society
Manager of Academy Basket Ball Team
Historical and Sociological Societies
Men's Glee Club
mini Association
"Not its semblance, but itself."
Ruby Foster
Olivet, Illinois
Amphictyon Literary Society
Historical Society
La Societe Francaise
Girls' Glee Club
Petaga Club
" There is no truer truth obtainable'J>y man than
comes of music.
"
Carl Holmes Kruse
Omaha, Nebraska
Vice-President of Class
Amphictyon Literary Society
Historical Society
"Not that I loved Caesar less, but that I loved Greek more.
Dimple Goode
Bloomfield, Iowa
Bresee Literary Society
Band and Orchestra
Iowa Club
Historical Society
Pocahontas Club
"Few lhinc;s are impossible to dili\;enci' iiud skill,
But she is ''Cloode' in evcrvlhiii'^."
)ii 04
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Jahi.eel Gilmore
Wichita^ Kansas
Amphictyon Literary Society
Kansas Club
Junior Orchestra
La Societe Francaise
" Soniething between a hindrance and a help.
Marv J. Tl'LLIS
Olivet^ Illinois
Secretary of tiie Class
Amphictyon Literary Society
Historical Society
North and South Dakota Club
Girls' Glee Club
Pocahontas Club
"Sweet mercy is nobility's true badge."
Richard Lynn Scott
Mandale, Ohio
Bresee Literary Society
Historical Society
"A youth to whom was given., so much of earth
so much of heaven."
Amanda Melues
Clifton, Kansas
Bresee Literary Society
Valedictorian of the Class
"J presence that disturbs me with the joy of
elevated thoughts."
G5
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Elwin Horst
Richmond Hill, New York
Amphictyon Literary Society
Historical Society
Sociological Society
La Societe Francaise
" The courageous captain oj compliments.
Lydia Hendricker
Arenzville, Illinois
Vice-President of the Mission Band
Bresee Literary Society
Salutarian of the Class
Historical Society
"The surest pledge of a deathless name is the silent
homage of thoughts unspoken."
Ralph Applebv
Olivet, Illinois
Amphictyon Literary Society
Historical Society
La Societe Francaise
Iowa Club
Men's Chorus
"Afv country is the world, my countrymen are
all mankind."
Marie Foster
Georgetown, Illinois
Amphictyon Literary Society
Historical Society
Girls' Glee Club
Pocahontas Club
mini Association
' The song that nervi
a deed."
a nation's heart is in itself
G6
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Ethel Springer
Marshalltown, Iowa
Class Prophetess
Bresee Literary Society
Iowa Club
President of the Mission Band
Aurora Staff
" God is in the heaven, all's ri^ht with the world.'
Esther Shelby
Olivet, Illinois
Bresee Literary Society
Girl's Glee Club
mini Association
Band and Orchestra
Historical Society
" There is something in her more than ordinary.
If philosophy could find it out."
Dorothy Cooper
Hillsboro, Indiana
Amphictyon Literary Society
Girls' Glee Club
Historical Society
Hoosier Association
Pocahontas Club
"As merry as the day is long.'
Jesse Anderson
Chathain, Illinois
Amphictyon Literary Society
Olivet Basket Ball Team
"/ am no politician, and my other habits are good."
ill
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SAMUEL RAY BURKHOLDER, B.S., B.Mus.
Mr. Burf.hoi.der is a musician ot exceptional ability, in whom is combined a skilltul
technique and the power ot broad interpretation. In his earlier lite, he studied under
Arnold Hirshler ot Emporio College; under Frank Earnest, Carl Lundquist of Walden
College; ami under Oscar Thorsen and Hagbard Erase of Bethany Conservatory. After
taking his B.S. degree from Olivet, he went to New York to continue his music stuciy. Ait
the New York Institute ot Musical Art he studied theory, history, orchestration, voice,
piano, and violoncello under the following teachers of world renown: S. Reid Spencer, Dr.
Percy Goetschius, Waldo Pratt, Thomas Tapper, De V'eaux Royer, Herbert Dittler, and
William Willeke, who was a member ot the Kniessel Quartette. He studied piano privately
under Arthur Friedheim, a teacher of great renown, and probably one ot the greatest
exponents of Liszt. Mr. BLU-kholdcr's study umler these eminent men has put upon him
the stamp of a real musician.
RECI'IAL PRCXiRAM
Hat min(jr (.Ihojrui Nocturne (i major Chopni
Ai/itato. I'.tude (i sharp minor.
,. I Waltz C sharp minor.
.Scherzo.
_
^
Scherzo B flat minor.
Ilarmonies du Soir IJszl
Sonata 1-5
I.
2.
.3-
4-
Marclic fuiu-brc
Presto.
I iungarian Rhapsody No. i
:
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Audrey Carroll Hayden, Colo.
Diploma
''The roots of heavenly joy in tliis life and the next are to be found in
having plenty to know^ to Jove and to dof'
Led by an inherent love for the beautiful
and impelled by the desire to give expression to
her artistic instincts, Miss Carroll began the
study ot music at an early age, her chosen
instrument being the piano. Having studied
with private instructors tor a number of years
she journeyed from her western home toward
the rising of the sun in order to secure more
efficient musical instruction. Two years ago
she entered the Conservatory ot Olivet Univer-
sity from which she received her certificate in
1919. This year she returned and will be
awarded the Diploma in Piano.
Miss Carroll possesses a pleasing person-
ality, and an artistic temperament. These,
with a kind disposition and a radiant smile
have won for her a host of friends. Aside
from her strenuous work in piano, she finds
time to devote to the trombone which she
plays in the University band and orchestra.
Miss Carroll is also an active member of the
Girls' Chorus, a loyal follower ot the emblem
of Spizzeringtum, and a member of the Aurora
Staf^'.
Gifted with a beautiful touch, and en-
dowed with ideas of true interpretation, her
musical success is assured. As she continues her work in other institutions, may peace,
happiness, and joyful success attend her.
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RoLLA Benner Caledonia, Ohio
Teachers' Certificate, Violin
Mr. Benner has been a student of Olivet Univer-
sity for ten years, graduating in 1919 from the Acade-
mic Department.
Mr. Benner is a musician, debater, organizer, and a
live wire in every activity. He is a musician of excep-
tional ability, playing any instrument his fingers touch.
His one ambition is to be an accomplished violinist.
Tn this he has not failed but has achieved success.
Thousands have enjoyed the music rendered by the
magic of his bow. Mr. Benner has an unlimited
future before him, whether on the platform as a recital-
ist, or in the sacred halls of an educational institution.
He has attained his present position only after
years ot toil, thus we say " toil on and some day. Olivet
will be justly prouci of her position as the Alma
Mater of our Mr. Benner."
;i^;
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Annamav_Carlson. Plaza, N. Dak.
Teachers' Certificate, Piano.
" True happiness consists not i>i the multitude of
friends, hut in the ivorth and choice^
Miss Carlson has been a student at Olivet
during the last four years, graduating in 1918 from
the Teachers' Certificate course in voice. This year
she receives a Teachers' Certificate in piano. Miss
Carlson is very prominent in the school activities,
being a member of the z'\mphictyon Literary Society,
the (iirls' (jlee Club, the Spi/.zeringtum Tennis Club
and various other organizations. Miss Carlson has
worked aiul studietl hartl to complete her musical
education, and is an accomplished musician, a
beautiful singer, and an artistic player. W'c wisli
her well in her musical career.
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Homer Gilmore, President Faye Dennis, Secretary
Oscar Finch, Treasurer Denton Floyd, Sergeant-at-Arms
:stf:
Ralph Gray
Leah Murphy
Lowell Hoff
Oscar Finch
Faye Dennis
Ruth Goodwin
Rose Bauerle
Denton Flovo
CLASS ROLL
Orpha Metz
Ruth Roberts
Reece Warner
Gladys Allen
Homer Gilmore
Laurence How
Wilbert Helberg
Clarence Mattison
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Motto: Green hut Gr
Cari. McClain, President Ida Reed, Vice-President
Olive Patmore, Secretary Bird Rice, Treasurer
CLASS ROLL
L3A Reed
,
,
.
Bird Rice
Irene Carl
Della Cain ' '
Audie Gaar
Eula Balslev
Carl McClain
RoLLA Benner
Rav Campbell
A. B. Mackkv
Olive Patmore
Colors: l->luc ,iiul White. Hazel Carlson
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BIBLF, COLLEGE UNDERGRADUATES
Leo Davis, President J. C. Stevens, Vice-President
Zola Knight, Secretary Ethel Springer, Treasurer
Lela Reynolds, Reporter
MIDK'AI, SIUDKN rs
rrrsidenis:
LaI'RA SlIiroN JAMl-.S MlDKlTF
Sccri'liirirs:
K. S. Williams I'l.sii'. Il'.nks
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COMMERCIAL STUDENTS
MEN WHO SERVED THEIR COUNTRY
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ACADEMY JUNIORS
Otis Durgy, President Francis Smith, Vice-President
Pearl Richie, Secretary Mary Floyd, Treasurer
ACADF.MY SOPHOMORES
Jamks MiDKiTF, President
I''krn KicHiK, yicc-President
I'' !•: r N H II M pH R E \ s , Secretary
Ha ROM) Dennls, Treasurer
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ACADEMY FRESHMEN
E. C. Elmore, President
Alice Crummer, Secretary
Irene Rhoades, Vice-Tresident
Dorothy Crammond, Treasurer
PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT
Teachers
Nellie Smith Ida Reed
Medora Merrill Edna Reed
Patience Parcell
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NATURE OF EXPRESSION.
EXPRESSSION is the revelation ot man's psychic nature through his physical
organism. What our fellow-being thinks, feels or is, is shown us by what we see of the
action of his body or what we hear from his voice. We see that expression is not of the
body, but through the body; we feel that there is something mystic and hidden, unseen and
unheard by our fellow-man and often only vaguely felt by ourselves; but it is made manifest
by the motions and actions of the body, and the tones and modulations of the voice. We
feel conscious of something which is called emotion, and find this emotion tends to cause
something outward which is motion. We are conscious of an inward condition, of indiffer-
ence for example, or antagonism, and immediately the actions and positions of the body
become expressive of the unseen condition, and, through this expression, the psychic state
is seen and felt by our fellow-man. Inward emotion causes an outward motion; inward
condition, an outward position. Thus expression is, "the motion of emotion," the presen-
tation of a vast complexity of physical actions which are directly caused by psychic activi-
ties. The objective phenomena are manifestive of subjective experience.
This conception of expression does not need to be established by argument; it only
needs careful observation. The facts can be seen on every side in the most familiar actions
of men and animals. Expression is one of the most universal and fundamental character-
istics of man; it belongs directly or indirectly to every act, conscious or unconscious, from
the first smile in the cradle to the fading away of the wrinkles around the eye after death;
and, Hiilecii, if wc look deeper, til! the bones themselves return to dust.
'i'he fundamental ajiplication of the wortl expression applies to the revelation of man
1)\ motion and tone. Antl just as language does not remain confined to speech, so expression
is used in a broader sense and is not confined merely to the natural languages. Therefore in
the study of methoils to develop and to co-ordinate in the living man all means of communi-
cating his thoughts and feelings, his states, conditions and purposes, ex|iression is the most
a<k(|uatc Icrni that can be found. |->etter than an\ other word, it represents all the means
which consciouslv or unronscioush' show simultaneously what man thinks, feels, and is to
his fellow man.
82
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When we come further to study the actions and modifications of man's body, we find
that they are not necessarily expressive. We find that expression is not of the body, but
through the body. "It is the soul that speaks." i\ctions of the body may be merely
external, accidental, mechanical or utilitarian. Nothing is ever expressive which is not
the transparent means of manifesting the soul- that is not directly caused by some thought,
emotion, or condition of the speaker's psychic faculties and powers. So we can see that not
only is expression not exhibition but that exhibition is the greatest enemy of expression.
Whenever a man makes a display of the means of expression for their own sake so that the
attention of the mind is called to the execution, there can be little or no communication of
thought or feeling. The only emotion awakened is wonder at theskillofthe performer. The
preponderance of exhibition over expression has been a fundamental characteristic of bad
art of every kind in every age. In fact it has been in all time the death of art. "The
highest art conceals art." The best art does not exist for the display of technique or the
means employed, but for the revelation of that which is hidden. The greater the art the
more transparent the mechanical means of execution. Every great art work seems to bring
soul face to face with soul, and causes both to lose sight of the means by which their thoughts
cross from one to the other. The true artist in any form of delivery never presents his
technique, his voice of body, his gesture or his attitude as an end to the audience, but uses
them only as a means of manifesting his thoughts, emotions and convictions—his real
manhood.
Thus we find that expression is not a mere physical thing, that it is not a equality of the
body, but the result of the manifestation of the soul through the body; the revelation of the
subjective through the objective. We find that it is not a mere appearance of display, but a
revelation through outward signs of inward and otherwise hidden substance; in short, that
exhibition is the worst enemy to true expression.
The result of all work done must be to enable man to "tell the truth, the whole truth
and nothing but the truth." It must not be an art giving a man the power to seem to be
what he is not, to cause him to try to create thought in other minds which is not in his own
mind, and never merely to give a display of graceful actions or pleasant qualities for their
own sake. While it is necessary to speak as beautifully as possible and to bring grace into
every phase of expression, yet the highest delivery must be a result of the revelation of the
deepest elements of the soul. V. T. Hudson, Coll. '20
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PIANO STUDENTS
PROF. SAMUEL R. BURKHOLDER PROF. MARION MESSENGER
VOCAI, STUPENTS
'KOh. ADA H. C'AKKOI.l.
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MEN'S CHORUS
S. Ra'v^ Burkholder, Direclor
WOMEN'S CHORUS
Ada B. Carroll, Directress
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ROBERT MARKHEIM closed the door of the college library with a bang and, hastily
ciescending the steps, walked across the campus in the cool air of the early spring
evening. He had spent four hours pouring over material which he had gathered for his
senior essay, and the result was little or nothing accomplished. The thought of his fruitless
efforts cast a feeling of heaviness over him that was akin to despair. His mind ran back
over the years ot college work and a sense of disappointment caused him to dismiss it from
his thoughts.
He did not lack ability lor he was capable of grasping and solving the most difficult
problems that might arise in college life. He was original in every sense of the word and
had proved this quality on several occasions much to the credit of the school as well as to
himself. He had one fault, however, he was unsteady in his purpose and allowed trivial
things to change his course. Some plan would present itself to his mind and for a time this
would be the one guiding goal and ambition. Then it would lose its attraction for him and
he would become unsettled as to any definite aim in life. He would not yield to discourage-
ment for he was a Christian and knew the secret of simple faith in God. This faith had
been strengthened since coming to Merlin College by the teachings of the pure word of God
and the infiuence of Christian students in the school.
(^n this particular evening he was sorely tempted to become ciiscouraged. Since the
holidays he had looked forward to writing his class essay and was very eager to make it a
work of special merit. He had chosen the subject under inspiration and having gathered
the material necessary, spent the afternoon trying to arrange it in some logical form. ."Vfter
writing and recopying several pages he left it hoping to find inspiration for writing at some
future time. .'\s he walked he thought again of benefits he had received in his college life.
It was altcjgether a pleasant memor)' for there had been some influences in particular that
had left a lasting impression on him. He recalled the line from Shakespeare, "I am a part
of all I have met," and (]uoted it half aloud to himself as he went.
"Yes, it is true," he mused as he turned the corner and came into the light reflectetl
from the music building, " I can never estimate the blessing that dear Professor Loehr has
been to me. I am glad I had so many classes uiuier him."
As he passed the college chapel the low sountl of the pipe organ drew his attention. He
loved music ]>assionatelv and recogni/ed the composition at once. His frienti Stanle\'
llartc- was ))racticing a number tor conunencement anti Markheim could not resist the
i(in|)iation to stoj) and listen. It seemetl the very soul of his frientl lived in every note.
"Stanley is a noble fellow," he thought, "I wish I had some of his steatly qualities.
Ills music reveals him wonderlully tonight. I must hear some ot it before I go home."
8((
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Markheim ran up the steps opened the door quietly, and stole down the aisle to the
organ where his friend sat absorbed in his music. There was no light save the one over the
keyboard of the organ, and Markheim stood in the shadow until his friend had finished,
then stepped nearer.
"Harte, that's wonderful," he exclaimed.
The player turned quickly and looked a full moment at Markheim before he recognized
him in the dim light.
"I thought you were settled in the library for the night. You seemed so at least when
I left. I was going to ask you to come over with me but I thought you were too busy. You
haven't finished the essav so soon have vou?"
.M3IJIH
" No, 1 don't know that I will ever finish it," Markheim replied with a tone of discourage-
ment. I came over to get some inspiration from your music for I feel I need something
to-night to cheer me up."
Stanley Harte looked at his friend a moment before he spoke. "Robert, inspiration is
not what you need." Markheim knew what he meant for they had discussed the subject before.
The two boys had entered college together and had shared each others successes and
failures. Many evenings in their room in the dormitory they had talked of their ambitions
for the future and builded air castles of what they had hoped to accomplish in life. For
the first three years in college they were one and inseparable, but a gulf had seemingly come
between them in the beginning of their senior year. Harte had felt the call to go as a
missionary to India while Markheim had planned to be a teacher in some university, and
here their interests divided. He was very much concerned when his friend had considered
the mission field as his life work and had declared that it was only throwing one's life away
to spend it in some missionary enterprise that brought very little in return. Harte had felt
that Markheim would never succeed in anything until he yielded himself to the service that
God might direct him to give to the world, whatever it might be. Markheim ditl not care
to think about the future tonight and turned the subject as quickly as possible.
"Play the piece you played for me last night," he said, "That is my favorite."
"You mean ?"
Harte named a selection.
"That's over in my room. I am very sorry; I wish it were here. However, if y<ni will
wait I can get it in just a minute."
Just then Professor Loehr walked in and after greeting the bovs in his pleasant manner
87
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began conversation on some minor event of the day. He finally led up to the subject of
music for he was a great admirer of organ music and expressed his choice of a number of
selections which he had heard. Among them was the piece which Markheim had wished
to be played.
"I'll get it for you, Harte," Markheim said quickly reaching for his hat and turning to go.
Harte thanked him and gave him a few directions for finding the music and in a few
minutes Markheim was in Harte's room nervously turning the pages of a number of books
of music in search for the desired composition. He was not very familiar with handling
music and the result was that full five minutes passed and still he had not found it. He
had looked over all the music in the first two shelves oi the music cabinet and then searched
through a number of old music magazines which he found on the bottom shelf. This was a
most unlikely place to be looking for the music which Harte had assured him was easily to
be fovmd. At last he came to a leather back note book and without regard as to what its
contents might be, mechanically turned its pages as he had done the books of music. It
proved to be his friend's journal and of course not intended to be scanned even by an
excited college boy in search for a piece of music.
Markheim's eyes fell upon a page which held his attention. He had not intended to
read it, but seeing his own name in bold outline he glanced a moment as he turned the
page. It was dated at the beginning of their sophomore year and read thus:
"Sept. 27.—Markheim and I prayed together tonight and had a blessed time. The
world will hear from Robert Markheim. He is the very embodiment of a true missionary."
He read it the second time and the third time. It gripped him like an unseen power.
Music, senior essays, college work, all vanished from his thoughts like shadows before light.
It seemed he was living again the night recorded in the journal. He remembered the sweet
melting presence of God that came over them that night as they prayed for the mission
fields. He remembered, too, the fierce battle he fought when it seemed that he might have
to give up his ambitions and spend his life in some foreign field. But the saddest memory
of it all was that he left the room that night with a purpose to do as he had planned, vainly
hoping that some one else might answer the call to the mission field. The days since had
been unhappy ones. Many times he went to his rest at night with a feeling that life was a
great disappointment. His studies lost their charm for him, and even the friendship of
Harte seemed to be losing its fervency.
As he knelt before the music cabinet, with the journal in his hand and sheets of music
scattered around him, great tears stole down his cheeks and he began to pray earnestly.
He was lost to his surroundings and had forgotten the purpose for which he had come. An
hour jiassed and still he prayed. It was a fierce struggle for it meant the breaking of his
own will. After a while he became calm and the very room seemed flooded with light as
heavenly peace filled his soul. The bell rang for the lights to be out as Robert Markheim
hastened with joy hack to the chapel to make explanations for his prolonged absence.
One year from that night the steamship Arabia Mam was in mid-ocean sailing toward
the orient. The sea was unusually calm and smooth, and the rising moon threw a silvery
li^hl over the rippling waves. As it rose higher a bright path was reflected ujion the svn^face
of the water. On the iipjier dcik of the steamship, Robert Markheim ,\ud Stanley Harte
stood viewing the beaut \ of the moon rise on the ocean.
" Kobert, is it a sacrifice to go?" Harte asked, breaking the silence.
"It would lie ten thousand t imrs more a sacrifice not to go," Markiieim respoinled, his
eyes filling with tt-ars as he s)ioke.
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OLIVET University is on the "Forward Move." When she awakens to the reaHzation
that any part or parts of her equipment is not up to par, she immediately sets to
work to strengthen that smaller department.
At the beginning of the scholastic year, the student body and faculty, seeing the need
of a stronger library equipment, began at once to set their stakes and make plans for the
year. Originally, we had fifteen hundred bound volumes. We have increased that to
four thousand bound volumes and within the year, we expect to raise the status to ten
thousand bound volumes, meeting the State requirement for a Standard-A College.
Several thousand dollars has been subscribed, in cash and pledges, and money is
received almost every day, from our friends. We expect to have as excellent a library
equipment in Olivet University as you will find in any college of the land. It will be of the
highest type, being safe, sane, and sound for the students, so that young men anil women
will f^ock to us from all over this fair land of ours to complete their education and biblical
research work, in a spiritual atmosphere, for the uplifting of humanity and the greater glory
of God.
H^MiiiiiiiiHiiuiiiiiiiniiiiisiiiiiimi
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EDUCATION involves many essential factors. Among those we might mention, is
training in the Literary Society. Training in such an organization is an asset ot
education, as it affords privileges which can be obtained in no other branch of school work.
It is here we cultivate composure and self-confidence;
here we acquire the art of thinking logically and
speaking extemporaneously, and it is here that we
become acquainted with the mannerisms and modes of
procedure in the performance of public duties, either
in business or religious affairs. While one object of
the programs may be to entertam, yet the prime
object is to develop those latent powers which lie
hidden in the personality of the individual.
Realizing the value of such an organization, at the
first of the year, the Bresee Literary Society was organ-
ized with a large membership. The name "Bresee"
was chosen in honor of our dear Dr. Bresee, the founder
of the Church of the Nazarene. The name itself adds
inspiration, as we look with adoration upon that
Spirit-filled personality, which was characterized by
such unwavering faith, love, and loyalty to the cause of
Christ, humility, self-sacrifice and that optimistic
heroism which qualified him to achieve mighty things
for God. We, as an organization, are endeavoring to
combine in our character qualities which correspond
to those possessed by that exalted leader, after whom our Society received its name.
With a "Breseean" vision that soars in the realms of indefinite possibilities, we bespeak
a great future for "Bresee Literary Society."
G. M. Coll., "23.
IE:
BRESEE QUARrFT'lK
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Presidents:
iiiiiniiiit;
Hugh C. Benner
Our Motto: "We seek the
wisdom ot true coun-
selors."
w
Selden Kelley
'HEN Greece was
young and the
world was new, the Sen-
ate Aniph'utyo}! was the
final arbiter in all ques-
tions of large import. It
was the council par ex-
cellence of a people thru
whose veins coursed, then
in embryo, all that is
now highest in art and
literature. It was the
exhilarating impetus ot a nation whose vestal heritage now clothes our civilization with
its transcendent beauty. When, early in the year, a literary society was organized to keep
pace with an advancing Olivet, and to carry on its streaming banners. Olivet's own emblem
of truth and righteousness,—in tact, to assume in a rapidly growing University the irrestible
force ot the ancient council in early Greece—tor it was chosen the very suitable name
Amphictyon.
The ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H erary Society
enviable this
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^1 ^^ '^^^
large membership and ^^^^^^^BHF^^^^^^H widely varied pro-
grams, which this makes ^^^^^^^m ^|^^| possible, never tail to
entertain and uplift both
^^^^^H- ^^H spiritually and educa-
tionally. One very sue-
^^^^^^HBSf!*%i ^^...^^^1 cessful feature which has
proved itself inimitable ^^^^^^K^^ % ^*»]^^H 's the "Amphictyon
Oracle," a paper issued
^^H^^^V mM ^^^^m semi-monthly bv the so-
In view (A the excel- ^^B
^^BflP^~'^^^^^^H lencv alread\- attained,
we may be assured the ^^H ^^K. ^^^^^^^^| Amphictyon Literary So-
ciety of the future will ^^^ ^ ,^^^^^^^^H be an assimilated couii-
terpart ot the Greater ^^^^ fv ^^^^^^HhT- Olivet.
^H JTv^^^^^ C. S. M. Coll.,
I,A URKNCE Howe
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To your call just now we rally,
Amphictyon! hear our praise.
As once more we're called together,
We with joy our voices raise.
From the skies in thrilling echoes.
Come the cheers that tell the tale
Of our victories in your name,
Hail! Amphictyon! we sing, all hail!
When in after years we're turning,
Amphictyon, back to you.
May our hearts with love be yearning
For the scenes of dear O. U.
Back among your mem'ries winding,
Let us seek what lies before.
Fondest hopes and aims ere finding,
While we sing of days of yore.
Chorus:
Hail! Hail! Amphictyon!
All hail to your old gold and black.
Hail! Hail! Amphictyon!
Our friendship may you never lack.
Ever faithful, ever true.
Thus we raise our songs anew.
To the happy hours we've spent with you,
All hail! All hail! Amphictyon!
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SOME years ago, we stood upon the threshhold of our High School and College days.
Some of us have to look back over just a few years,— it seems just a few days,—to
the times when we slipped our books under our arms and went to school in the early
morning sunshine. Our High School and College days came, and we were quite grown
up then. We went to school with the "bunch," and lined ourselves across the whole
sidewalk and made pedestrians, who had to pass, go into the street,—they called us
"those silly school youngsters"; we learned to pass notes without getting caught;
we learned to whisper without being heard by the teacher; we "learned the habit ot
going down the hall with Jim,"—we had to talk over that debate in English class, you
know: and those were the days when we struggled with Caesar and Cicero, and it seemed
we could not solve some of those problems in geometry, and there was composition, and an
endless number of themes to be written for the English teacher, and those unpronounceable
in French and German, and that everlasting history notebook work,—Oh, how we had to
dig and grind and study! Some days we were all right, and sometimes we would be "stuck,"
and we would have session after school,—but, thru all our grinding lessons, thru all our
tricks and pranks, thru all our successes and failures, we had but one thing in view. We
could see ourselves on some future night in June,—the girls all in white dresses and the boys
in black suits—marching slowly down that long hall, to the strains of an orchestral march,
flowers and greenery everywhere, people crowding the hall to see us,—we passed, majesti-
cally It seemed to us, down the aisle, with our partner by our side, to the section re-
Hiic;h C. Hknnku, Presirlcnt Laurenck llowi:, I'iii'-Pirsiih'ii/
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Ra^'mon'd J. Carroll, Secretary Winnie Schurman, Treasurer
served for the graduates. Then we sat and listened thru the short but seemingly endless
program until the President stood by that table, heaped high with diplomas, and we,
—
ah, this was our supreme moment—we marched shyly but proudly to the platform and
claimed our diploma amid the continued applause of the audience. We had chosen our
goal, we had determined our course, and now we had gained our prize. It had taken
determination and grit to win, but there was another strong factor—money. The "school
was entlowed, and that meant the school expenses were not so heavy on the students.
And I wonder how many of us could have afforded c)ur school work, if the school had
not been endowed. Alas, how many are kept from an education because of money or
rather, the lack of money. Certainly our Christian schools should be endowetl, then
more ministers and missionaries, more laymen and Christians could attend our schools, and
go out to bless thousands, yea millions of souls. What do you say. Alumni, students,
friends, members of the church, antl patrons, let us rall\ arouml our dear Olivet, the
honouretl institution of fame, the light of our hope, whose doors shall never close for
lack of m )ney but shall swing wide to men and women of all walks of life? It is up to vou,
alumnus, and we will do our part in praying, paying and placing Olivet l'niversit\- on the
\;ndowed list, making it possible for thousands of young men and women to be educated
m a Christian institution, with its sacred influence, to carry on the marvelous work of
redemption.
W. F. S., Coll., 'i8.
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No one will question the fact that we are living in an age of progress. Little time is
wasted on that which is not up to date. Our great factories are equipped with modern
machinery, and skilled workmen are employed. No amount of money is spared in obtain-
ing the best. Likewise the farmer must have modern machinery and the latest conven-
iences. The scythe, the flail, and the oxen are almost forgotten. If he should attempt
to go back to the "good old days," he would not stop the aeroplane by purchasing an ox-cart
nor extinguish the electric light with tallow candles.
What is true in the material world holds good in the Spiritual realm. It the factories
require the best at any cost, the church of God ought to demand nothing less in her great
work of Home Missions.
Christian education is largely at the base of Home Missions, and Home Missions is the
foundation for Foreign Missions. Let us therefore consider these three great factors in the
propagation of the Gospel.
Our beloved Olivet is an example of what we mean by Christian education. The
school stands for the Bible, deep spirituality and the highest type of intellectuality com-
bined, which together furnish the best equipment for God's work. Her "Sons of thunder"
who are being trained within her walls are active home missionaries. A goodly number ot
communities and towns are being reached by her students each Sunday, and frequently
during the week. Her Mission Band is a flame of fire. Her Gospel Auto is often seen on
the way to some needy field with twelve or fourteen spiritual students. Her ministers are
graduating and going out to be successful soul-winners. No phase of the home missionary
work is disregarded. New fields are being opened which become centers of evangelization
for other fields. Thus we see that the connection of spiritual schools with home missions
is vital and inseparable. As hundreds of preachers, teachers, deaconesses, and slum workers
Continued on page io6
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SOUL winning is the Christian's supreme task. To be an ambassador tor Jesus Christ,
to take His message to those who have not heard it, is a privilege that angels might
well desire. God has given to each true missionary the unparalleled privilege of investing
his life in souls, whose value cannot be measured by the wealth of the world.
Missionary labors are sealed by divine approval. "God so loved the world"—not
Judea, or Samaria, or China, or India, alone,—that He gave His only begotten Son to save
all. Christ himself possessed and manifested a burning missionary spirit. No needy soul
ever called in vain for help. The judgement hall, Gethsemane, the cross,— all were endured
that a lost world might be redeemed. Just before ascending to heaven. He commanded
His disciples to go into all the world and preach the gospel to every creature.
The spirit ot missions also rested mightily on His immediate followers, and was caught
up by the early Church, spreading far and near in spite of "dungeon, fire, and sword."
The incentives to missionary labors are overwhelming. Our own personal experience
of salvation means more to us than all the world. If, then, God's love and peace are of
such great value to us, can salvation mean less to the dying millions across the sea.'' We
must never be satisfietl while they grope in sin and night, weary, sat], and despairing, dying
without hope, and alone—without Christ. Our appreciation of our salvation will determine
our activities as soul winners.
WyW as we listen we hear (lod's commands peal forth as the sound of a great trumpet,
and wc hear Mini say, "(Jo ye into all the world and preach the gospel to every creature."
"(io ye rlurctore and teach all nations baptizing them in the name of the I'ather, and of the
Son, and of the Holy (diost." The divine call to service is far above all earthU' callings
and ihcrctorr involves the greatest resjionsibilities. To disobey is to fail GotI ! If He h:is
(ailed us lo be walchnien and we do not sound the alarm, souls will die in their sm, but
thru- Mood will be |-c'(|uifcd at (uir hands.
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God's true people today are likewise inspired with the same spirit and are eager to
enter the wide open doors.
God has commanded us to go because ot the overwhelming need. Never before in
the history of the world were there so many whitened harvest
fields sending out their challenge to the Church of God: "Rise
to dare and do in the name of Christ!" But such fields will not
always be open. If we tail, we shall close the door that
will bar Christ out, and the day ot our opportunity will be
gone forever. The night is surely and swiftly coming when no
man can work. The King's business requires haste, and God
is now looking for true soldiers to conquer the mighty armies
ot sin. He is calling tor shepherds who will gladly give their
lives for the sheep that are lost.
From the north, the south, the east, and the west, trom all
nations, kindreds, people, and tongues, comes the appeal tor
help. God's ministers are catching the vision and calling tor
more laborers. From the countries across the sea comes the
Macedonian cry ot a lost world. The great Lord ot the Har-
vest, bending with love and pity over the lost, is tenderly asking, "Whom shall I send and
who will go tor us?" To those who sow in tears, He promises joyful reaping and His
presence with them always even unto the end ot the world.
Oh, for ten thousand young men and women who are dead to all the glowing otl-ers ot
the world, unwavering in taith, and mighty in prayer; young men and women whose hearts
are bleeding with pity and compassion for the lost, and who fear nothing but sin; young
men and women who, with hearts aflame with the Holy Ghost, count not their lives dear
unto themselves but are ready to endure hardness as good soldiers of Jesus Christ, counting
it a privilege to go to the ends of the earth for His sake and for the sake of a lost world tor
whom He died; men and women who like Isaiah having had their lips touched with live coals
from off God's altar, and having heard the voice of the Lord saying, "\^'hom shall I send
and who will go for us," are answering with iovful submission, "Here am I, Lord, send me."
R. E. B., Bib. Coll. '20.
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WHF.X the Omnipotent, having created and formed in moulds of rapturous beauty, the
earth, the sea, the air, the sky, placed in the Garden of Eden the crowning work of
His creation, the creature made "ot the dust of the earth," into whom God Himself breathed
"the breath of lives," man's relation to his surroundings took definite form and the science
of society prevailed. Thus Sociology is as old as the human race; as profound as the deepest
problems of man; as illimitable as the boundless possibilities of human adjustment and
co-operation. The opportunity for study in this field comes as a challenge to everyone
who seriousl)' considers life and its problems. That such study is essential cannot be
cloidned by any except those who have never taken time to think. Shallow indeed is that
man who, seeing all about him the crying need for practical plans tor sociological ameliora-
ticjn, can sit idly by, apparently unconcerned as to the improvement ol his own condition
or the condition of those about him, whose "keeper" he is.
Imbued with an earnest and serious regard for the importance of this subject, the stu-
dents ot the department of Sociology felt the need of an organization tor the promotion ot
work in that held. Accordingly, the Sociological Society was formed, having as its aim and
purpose the promotion of general interest in this work and also a practical program ot
research and sociological education. Incorporated in this program have been such features
as weekly reports from the Survey, debates, theses and lectures. Not least among the
activities of the Sociological Society was the lecture "Americanization vs. Radicalism,"
(ieliveretl on November 14, by James Wilford Garner, Ph.D., Chair of Political Science,
I 'niversitv of Illinois.
I'or this timely organization, we see ever increasing opportunities. We believe it to be
an inviihiablc asset to the University and predict for it a notable ami enviable career in the
liinliliML' 1)1 :i siandanl of education and sth(ilarshi)i wortlu' of the cause which our honored
niMUni ion rc|ii-fsents.
M. C. H., C\)ll. of Divinity, '20.
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AMONG the organizations ot the school there is one which holds a prominent place
in the activities of the school. The Historical Society is a live organiza-
tion and has a purpose and object well worthy of time and labor. The society feels that
history is one of the important branches ot study in our school, and has as its purpose, the
forwarding of this study and creating interest in historical subjects.
There are many practical benefits received from the study of history, and a knowledge
of the subject is a great asset to a man of any vocation or profession. The lawyer is at a
loss unless he has a knowledge of the trend and development of past governments and laws.
The politician without a ready acc]uaintance with past events and political movements
is as a ship without a pilot, for he knows not in which direction to direct his efforts. The
minister can find no field from which he can draw more definite and better illustrations.
History is a veritable storehouse of examples of all types of peoples. In tact, any man,
without a knowledge ot history is not the man he would be it he were versed in history.
It is by the past that we judge the future and man without a knowledge of the past is greatly
handicapped.
In the curriculum of the university is found both sacred and profane history and it is
the aim ot the historical society to forward each in its place, and where possible to coincide
them and not to antagonize them.
The societ)- has been instrumental in bringing to our platform one lecturer, L. M. Lar-
son, Ph.D., professor of history at the University of Illinois; and also it has been active in
co-operating with other organizations in kindred enterprises. The responsibility of con-
summating the purpose and aim of the society is felt by all the members whcj are working in
co-operation to reach the final goal of success.
S. A. M., Coll. '20.
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are trained and sent out, other thousands will be won tor Christ. This home work will
bring many young men and women into the schools, and as the untrained are received,
they will in turn become well equipped workmen, whose labors will continue to increase the
number won for Christ.
'I'his home work will be the foundation on which the foreign work must largely be built.
fn proportion to the measure in which the home fires spread and are kept brightly burning,
flaming evangels will be sent to herald the glad tidings to the four corners of the earth.
Home Missions will fill the treasuries of our churches with missionary funds which can
be used to send out the hundrcils of foreign missionaries, who have been won to God, and
equipped by the home work. Many of the foreigners on American soil who will be reached
may go back to their native people to preach Jesus. Thus through the various instrument-
alities of the home work, (lod's cause will sweep on with ever increasing momentum, each
))l)asc of the work strengthening the other parts. 'I'hen let us hasten out into every by-way
and hedge and urge, \ ea comiiel, men to come to the great feast of the T,ord. T,et us exhort
every true child of(iod to go or give or jiray and thus help to accomjilisli this mighty but
L'lorious (io(| honoicd woi-k of I Ionic Missions. 1^. V.. B.
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jij BASKETBALL, 1919-20.
• = ' \^/^' '^'' '^ school do not participate in inter-scholastic games. Nevertheless, we have some
• Kj ' ' real athletics, such as baseball, basketball and tennis, but our best games are
mm •|E; basketball and tennis, in which we are all very enthusiastic.
!= ; For the first time in the annals of her history. Olivet can really boast of two splendid
}S| basketball teams. The College team and the Amazons. Heretofore, we have had but a
! = !
single boys team, while the girls have taken no active part. For some reason the expecta-
; =
• tions ot the team have really been dissipated with the progress of each season, but this year
• rSj with the tidal wave of new students, we have been able to select captains who have kept
• sj things moving. Practically, new organizations have been made with H. C. Benner, captain
;5: ot the college team and Justine Bruce, captain of the Amazons.
l^l Although in the past the girls have taken little or no active part in the department of
; = • athletics, they have this year, under the supervision of Miss Bruce and Miss Murphy, made
|S; progress that would do credit to any college. The first game of the season resulted in
l^\ defeat tor the Amazons, but it was not overwhelming considering the inexperience of the
jS: majority of the members. As the season advanced, enthusiasm increased and although
• = | this team occasionally met with defeat, yet under the watchful eye of coach R. J. Carroll,
|S' it was soon in splendid trim.
• =
;
The College team has indeed been successful this season, having won every game at the
Ipj university. They have made scores that have given the athletics department of Olivet
:
a conspicuous place on the athletic map. There has also been much enthusiasm among the
;
students, the matched games between the College team and the newly organized Academy
• team creating great excitement. The Academy team already shows great promise of
I
tuture success. The prospects ot next year's teams are brighter than ever before. The
;
Amazons will remain the same, so also will the Academy team. The College team will lose
;. three men, but these will be replaced by players entering in the Freshman Class. Success
;
to the 1920-21 basketball teams.
;
•
. Oli\'e Patmore, Coll., '23.
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POCAHONTAS WOMEN'S CLUB '-
Ruth Cooper President
Edna Reed Secretary
Eleanor Patmore.
Dimple Goode
. Vice-President
Treasurer
PETAGA GIRLS' CLUB
Frances Smith . .
.
Fern Humphreys.
.
President
.
Secretary
Justine Bruce .
Ei.vA Borders.
. P'ice-Presiderit
Treasurer
1()!»
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TENNIS.
THE absorbing game of Lawn-tennis is said to be one of the oldest of existing ball games
At the present time it is still very popular in this country, especially with the younger
people. The influence of this interesting and entertaining form of athletics was early
felt in the history of Olivet University.
Olivet has always had a good team; interest has run high, good material has ever been
at hand, and the inevitable result has been victory to our alma mater. The year of 1919-
1920 has been no exception to the general rule. At the beginning of the term, the men
organized the "Octo-Spartan" Club, composed of the livest, most energetic men in the
school.
I Id
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TENNIS
Not to be outdone by the men, the co-eds, about the same time, organized two clubs,
the "Hi-Y" and the "Spizzeringtum," both full to the brim of pep and enthusiasm. A
spirit of rivalry has existed between the two clubs from the very start. Nevertheless
"Spizz" has gradually forged ahead and come out leader in the majority ot match games
played, in spite of the strong opposition of the "Hi-Y" team.
Despite the excellent record we have in the past carried, we expect to make the future
far exceed it.
;^J
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Plans are now on toot to improve the courts we now have and to build new and better
ones. As soon as weather conditions permit, we intend to appear again on the scene of
action, ready to try our hand at tennis. Our aim is to put Olivet on the map as
possessing extraordinary teams. We have the men! We have the pep! We can and will
succeed.
,
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IOWA STATF CLL'B
Ray Campbell President
Dimple Goode Secretary
AiDREV Carroll
Ralph Bauerle. .
,
Vice-President
Treasurer
Hugh C. Benner. .
Margie Thompson.
OHIO STATF, CLUB
.
Chancellor Sidnev Massie
.
. .
.Scribe Lawrence Benner.
.
Vice-Chancellor
Exchequer
iiM3ll)
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Laurence Howe
Dorothy Montgomery
ILLINI CLUB
.President Otis Dlrgv. .
. .
.
Secretary Ca r l McC la i n ,
Denton Floyd, Reporter
.
Vice-President
Treasurer
n!
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MUUSIKK ASSOCIATION
,
President Ralph (>hay
.Secreliirx MATRifi-. IIimlkr
,
rice-Presidoit
Treiisiirer
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Homer Gilmore. .
Fern Humphreys.
KANSAS CLUB
.President S. R. Birk.hoi.der.
.Secretary Edith Long
. Vice-President
Treasurer
Lowell Hoff
Clarence Mattison
ail
iBBjIIIII
, ^^_ ^'
AKSARBEN CLUB
President Wilbert Helberg President
.
Vice-President Ruth Gallup Secretary-Treasurer
O.scAR Finch, Historian
11.-)
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Selden Kei.i.ev
Lei.a Reynolds
MICHIGAN STATE CLUB
.President Patience Parcei.i.
.
Secretary Mixa Osterle ....
.
Vice-President
Treasurer
i;
C'akI, N El,.son
J. A. IIkkiki.
NORTil DAKOTA .SIAII'. CI.IH
i'ir.\i(lenl Maio' Tri.i.is. ,
. .
.
yifc rrcsidnil H. \N'. Crandai.i.
,
Secretary
Treasurer
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Olivet University
Standard E.xtensive Courses
Proficient Christian Teachers
Excellent Modern Equipment
L-oyal Select Students
Lovely Christian Influence
Strong Standard Scholarship
Successful Enthusiastic Alumni
Unusually Reasonable Rates
Cautious, Careful Supervision
Ch"i*-~e Beautiful Location
t-xceptional Musical Advantages
S'^P^'''^!' Theological Work
Special Lecture Courses
SCHOOLS
College of Liberal Arts
School of Theology
School of Music
SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS
Expression—Commercial Science—Academy
Art—Manual Training—Grammar School
SEND FOR CATALOG
J. E. L. Moore, A. M. D. D., President
OLIVET, ILLINOIS
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1921 ANNOUNCEMENT
T
1921
HE u^ti^st iiiul the t'lisraver have hci'ii taxed (<i the limit to elfect the be.st ci»ml)iiiatioii of
ai'tistie tiileiit and meehaiiical slcill caleiihited to iiialve the Scripture Text Calendar for 1921
a masterpiece of art and of the printer's worlvuian.sliip.
HOFFMAN'S FACE OF CHRIST
THIS fireat paintinj; on a great tlieme is the commandiiis feature of tlie l>eautiful cover design
in coh)rs. In tlie lirst view one gets of tliis Face of ("lirist, an impression of manly spiritual-
ity and lofty idealism is conveyed. A closer sci'utiny lu-ings out the fine effect of the details :
—
the high, spiritual forehead, radiating a heaveidy light : the eyes penetrating, but calm and thought-
ful ; the mouth Hrm. denoting strength of character, and the whole face tempered with an expres-
sion of mingled love and sorrow. * In Hoffman's work is found none of the weak sentimentality
sometimes displayed in attempts at portraying the Master. Below the portrait, an appropriate
group in colors, representing Christ and the Twelve Disciples, givesanornamental effect to the cover.
TWO
MILLION
SOLD
LAST
YEAR
1921 JUNE 1921'
'^
""z 3 4 J.
M.XM:JL lO 11112
UcJ1^1S;L6!1718J9>
2(p'21'22 23.g4 25;26
ikl'T'2829 aoj"® r^l"®"
^'^- " j.j,i„.ij-,fe
THREE
MILLION
OUR
GOAL
THIS
YEAR
SIZE OF CALENDAR 9% x 10% INCHES
TWELVE PK^riTRES IN ROTAGRAVURE
THE tweh'e pictures for the pages of the the last few years have been presented to theCalendar, painted expressly for this work, public through rotagravure pictures in the best
were reproduced i)y the rotagravure pro- and higliest class magazines. The twelve pic-
cess. We need not enlarge on the popularity of tures in the Scripture Text Calendar are printed
tliis process of engraving. The historic events of in dark Sepia.
AN INTERESTING FEATURE
EACH picture illustrates one of the Sunday national TjOssou Reference and (Jolden Text for
School lessons of the month in connection each Sunday. On the back is a table showing
witli which it apiiears. A scrii)turc the church census of all the denominations in
verse foi' iich day is given, and the Inter- the United States.
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AS bolh a x'cry i)rMiseworthy ;ind highly profitable means of raising churchnionc.w llie Scrii)(ure 4'ext Calendar caiuiot be excelled. Ilundi'eds and
(housands of Churches and Sunday Schools, Young Men's Christian Associ-
ations, and other religious societies, the land over, have made it couti'ibule gen-
erously to tlieir treasury, and at the same time have eni-iched si)iritually. both
cliurcb and community. It blesses both those who buy and those who sell.
VuiCESONE TO ONE HUNDRED
I'HI.N'IKI) I.N l;\(;l,ISII, SWKIHSII, NOinVKOIAN-DANISll. (IKKMAN ANU .1 Al'A MKSK
LA.NOl'ACKS.
Single Copies i^O.'.'A) 2'^ Copies .$5.1^.")
5 C(*pies I. IT) 0(1 Copies lO.Od
IL' Copi<'s -'.75 100 Copies 17.0(1
MESSENGER PUBLISHING COMPANY
314-324 W. Superior Street Chicago, Illinois
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First Church of the Nazarene
Corner 64th St. and Eggleston Ave.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
The Church of the Common People
ir. G. SCHURMAN
Pastor
F. M. MESSENGER
Associate Pastor
Great Evangelistic Service
Every Sunday Night
CHORUS CHOIR—BRASS BAND
SERVICES
SUNDAY
9:30 A. IVI.—Sunday School
10:30 A. M.—Preaching Service
2:30 P. M.—People's Meeting
6:30 P. M.—Young People's Meeting
7 :30 P. M.—Preaching Service
WEEK DAYS
Wednesday 7 :45
:
Prayer Meeting
Friday 7 :45 :
Young People's Meeting
JVorship with Us when You Come to Chicago
.Milmmiiiiiciiiiir"«•
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ANNUITY PLAN
OF THE
. GENERAL BOARD OF FOREIGN MISSIONS
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
PLAN
The investment of funds is a matter that should receive careful consideration by
those to whom the mone\ has been intrusted. The annuity plan of the General For-
eign Missionary Board affords an opportunity for the investment of funds in God's
\vork whereby the usual income from investments may be received, and the investor
have the blessed privilege of knowing that the principal is being used in God's work.
The Board will receive amounts of $100 and up and pay interest on the same during
the hfe of the annuitant, and at his or her death, the money belongs to the Board
without further obligation. The rate of interest will depend upon the age of the per-
son donating the money. The money draws interest every day without any interrup-
tion by replacing loans or otherwise. The interest is paid promptly semi-annually,
and a proper bond is executed for the payment of the interest, properly signed and
bearing the seal of the Board.
ADVANTAGES
1. You have no care about a safe investment. Sometimes money is lost for lack
of sufficient security or other reasons.
2. You have no care about collecting interest or rents. The annuity will be
paid promptly semi-annually the day it is due as long as you live.
3. Your money will bear interest every day through life. Sometimes there is a
loss of income because money can not be kept constantly invested. Investments are
often perplexing, and safe and satisfactory ones difficult to secure. All uncertainties
of this kind are avoided by the annuity plan.
4. li\ this plan your money begins its mission of usefulness at once and goes
on repeating itself in blessings for all the years to come. It does the highest service
in the cause which is dearest to all Christian hearts, preaching the gospel to those who
know It not.
S. After death there is no cause or delay of settlement of this part of an estate.
"i'ou have enj()\ed a life income and the money is now the property of the Board to
carr> on the Ivord's work. There is no expense or litigation in settlement of the
estate.
(). The Board will receive money, securities, real estate, or other properties on
the annuity plan, thereby relieving the investor of tiie burden usual in connection with
haiulh'ng of real estate and securities.
l''oi- further information conesiiotid with
K. C. ANDKRSON, (iener.d TreaMirer
2100 ,t Avernie KANSAS CIVW Mo.
122
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WOODLAWN CHURCH of the NAZARENE
6344 Kimbark Avenue, Chicago
Rev. H. B. Wallin, Pastor
CHURCH and PARSONAGE
When you are in Chicago do not fail to visit us
Some Salient Features—A gospel message; special music consisting of solos,
duets, quartettes, enthusiastic congregational singing; a wide-a-wake Sabbath
School and a LIVE young peoples' society.
''
"The Church with
A Glad Hand"
MRS. EMMA A. JOHNSON
Deaconess
REV. H. B. WALLIN
12.^
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New
Things
First
You will find a lot of Individual Style in Our
Clothes for now. Tailored exclusively
for Our Store by
Hirsh'lVickwire Company
Exclusive Hats and Furnishings for
the Fellows that Care
THE NEW MODELS ARE VERY CHOICE
Tour Money Back if You Want it
New
Things
First
tllllKllllli
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I have a very interesting investment proposition at present
which I can present to a limited
number of people
PROPOSITION HAS HIGHEST CLASS MEN
AND WILL BEAR CLOSEST INVESTIGATION
CALL AT MY OFFICES
J. IVA HILYARD
Room 201-219 Merrick Building
357 West 63rd Street
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
125
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Telephone Central 5880
A. E. Gilberg & Co.
(INCORPORATED)
CANNED FOOD PRODUCTS
GROCERS SPECIALTIES
PURE FRUIT JELLIES
PURE FRUIT JAMS
COFFEES, TEAS
229 North State Street
CHICAGO
We cater especially to Institutions, Fraternities, Sororities, Hospitals
and Cafeterias
126
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If you want the Best in Photography
We Make It
SPECIAL PRICE ON ALL ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHS
The Photographs in this Annual
were made by the
Wirsching Studio
204 Odd Fellow's Building
DANVILLE, ILLINOIS
nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
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Murray & McDowell
LIFE STOCK COMMISSION
Union Stock Yards
CHICAGO
WE ADVISE YOU TO TRADE AT
THE BELL
Exclusive Agents for
KUPPENHEIMER AND
STYLE PLUS CLOTHES
FOR YOUNG MEN
MANHATTAN SHH^TS
STETSON HATS AND
NETTLETON SHOES
17-19 E. Main Street, Danville
15 Steps I'-nst (it C'oiiitliDuse
lis
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Webber & Turnell
JEWELERS
22 VERMILION STREET DANVILLE, ILLINOIS
"STANDARD MERCHANDISE WORTH THE PRICE"
A SAFE PLACE TO BUY
DRY GOODS
READY-TO-WEAR GARMENTS
RUGS and DRAPERIES
Straus & Louis
21-23 Vermilion Street Danville^ Illinois
.•«.n*<
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WHEN IN DANVILLE—
If You Want to Be Pleased
Go To
COURl HOUSE
CAFE
13 East Main St. '.
For Good Eats—Good Treatment
Good Aliisic and a Good Time
All the Market Affords
Open Day and Night
TRY US and YOU ARE A BOOSTER
WOODBURY
DRUG CO.
Plaza Hotel Building
DANVILLE, - ILLINOIS
EASTMAN KODAKS
and SUPPLIES
Special Attention Given to Mail Orders
for Finishings and Supplies
THE
Randall Paint and
Glass Co.
Saves you
20%
on
Taints - Glass - Wall Paper
16 and 18 West Main Street
DANVILLE
130
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THE PALMER NATIONAL BANK
ESTABLISHED 1892
OFFICERS
,M. J. WOLFORD, President
Thomas Conron, Vice-President
J. E. Walker, Cashier
C. A. White, Asst. Cashier
Jesse Jamison, Asst. Cashier
Stanley Mires, Asst. Cashier
J. E. McMiLLiN, Asst. Cashier
DIRECTORS
C. J. Palmer
Edwin Winter
D. M. Fowler
M. J. Wolford
Thos. Conron
,
W. G. Hartshorn
C. W. Bandy
CAPITAL ^300,000 00
SURPLUS ^100,000.00
DANVILLE, ILLINOIS
Danville Benefit and Building
Association
OF
Danville, Illinois
ORGANIZED MARCH 1st, 1877
CAPITAL STOCK ^15,000,000.00
ASSETS OVER ^3,000,000.00
M. J. WOLFORD, Secretary
LSI
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Drugs and
Medicines
WE
Have the Goods
Have the Quality
Have the Service
Keep down the price
Johnson's
Drug Store
"Ask Your Neighbor"
1 8 E. Main Street
DANVILLE, ILLINOIS
WHEN IN DANVILLE MEET
YOUR FRIENDS AT
DANVILLE, ILLINOIS
:^:
Office Hours:—9:00 to 12:00 A. M.
1:30 to 4:30 P. M.
Telephones:—Office, 400; Residence, 2580
DR. B. C. ROSS
DENTIST
217 Fischer l}KI^. DANVILLE, ILL.
GOOD SHOES
FOR
LESS MONEY
PeopIe^s Shoe Co.
18 E. Main Street
Danville, . . _ . Illinois
\M
mm
Yeomans and Shedd
«
HOURS:
9 to 12 a. m.— 1:30 to 5 p. m.
Hardware Co. Sundays by Appointment
Office Telephone 139
Aluminum Ware
-
Onyx Enamel Ware
Gyser and Apex Washing Machines DR. B. 1. POLAND
Adrian Wire Fence
Lowe Bros. Mixed Paint
Practice Limited to
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
28-30 W. Main St. Phones 31 and 33 SUITE 407, THE TEMPLE
Danville, 111. DANVILLE, ILL.
i \ ! '
That's the real significance of a wedding C^ H /T T^ i ^T T C^
gift. It is a practical way of showing that \ /I/// / /-/\
you are interested in the happiness and wel- <J IVll 1 1 IkJ
fare of the young people.
Purchasing the present at Fisher & Mc-
Kee's stamps sincerity on your good I 'he Florists
wishes, for Fisher & McKee's has a reputa-
tion which invariably brings folks here
when they want the choicest things for
themselves or for gifts. -" CU 1 FLOWERS
For all Occasions
FISHER and McKEE
Jewelers and Opticians DANVILLE. - ILLINOIS
19 N. Vermilion St.
THE HALLM'iRK STORE
.IMI3IIIIIIIIIIIICK4H1I
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HACKER'S FAIR
HEADQUARTERS FOR ALMOST EVERYTHING
207-209 East Main St. DANVILLE, ILL.
TELEPHONE, 125
City Transfer Line
R. C. DAUGHERTY, Proprietor
baggagh: and light freight
Taxicab Service
OFFICE, PLAZA HOTEL DANVILLE, ILLINOIS
The Ross C. Kiningham Music Co.
'•••'- ; Piano Varlors
Oppo> ite ^riie C^)nlInercial-Ne\^s Office
MVlrphonc 2480
22-24 West North Street DANVILLE, ILLINOIS
1.U
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YOU CAN WEAR
Stylish Shoes
IN PERFECT COMFORT IF YOU WEAR
Shoes that Fit
OUR SALESMEN ARE TRAINED TO FIT THE FOOT
WALK-OVER BOOT SHOP
123 East Main Street DANVILLE, ILL.
Kiningham Electric Co.
ELECTRICAL MERCHANDISE
EDEN WASHING MACHINE
REGINA VACUUM CLEANER
122 N. Vermilion St. DANVILLE, ILLINOIS
TELEPHONE 175 or 676
208-210 VAN BUREN ST. DANVILLE, ILL.
135
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Plaza and Savoy Hotels
COFFEE SHOP IN CONNECTION
UNDER THE SAME MANAGEMENT
PUBLIC SQUARE
DANVILLE, ILL.
EUROPEAN PLAN
ALL CARS, AND CARS FOR OLIVET PASS THE DOOR
MEIS BROS,
Danville's Most Progressive and Hcmelike Store
A Store Where Your Satisfaction Is
The First Consideration
Men's, Boys', Girls', Women's and
Children's Under and o uter App irel.
Millinery, SI loes. D ry Goods and
Carpets, R UJiS, Di aperies and Groceries
MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
WE SOLICl'l' ^OLIR I'ATRONAGE
1.^6
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Henry J. Bahls
Always the Latest
Fashions in
"^Dress and Street Shoes
icr Young Men and Women
College Styles for Students
111 East Main Street
DANVILLE ILL.
North Vermil'on St., Danville, 111.
137
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T)o Ton Realize JVhat It Means
When you trade at a store where everything is of the highest
quality with a reasonable price ?
You are sure to get full value here when you buy
BOOKS STATIONERY OFFICE SUPPLIES
PICTURES FANCY GOODS
OR WALL PAPER
is!We will be pleased to see you at our new store |SJ
125-127 N. VERMILION STREET llj
Odd Fellows Building 5 = 1
WOODBURY BOOK COMPANY |
* S 1
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The Emery Safeguard of Satisfaction
"Not price alone—but good merchandise
at the right price"
Emery Dry Goods Company
DANVILLE, ILLINOIS
Eat-
"NUN BETTER"
FOOD PRODUCTS
Danville fVholesale Grocery Company
Distributors
i.^s
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''It Pays to Advertise''
The right kind of merchandise, backed up hy the largest and most complete
line of Hardware in Eastern Illinois
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Monev Refunded
M'hen You Are In The Market, Don't Fail To Look At Our Lines Of
Sporting and Athletic Goods House Furnishings and Stoves
Washing Machines and Wringers
Tools and Builders' Hardware Paints and Oils
Cutlery and Nickel-plated Ware
THOS. CONRON HARDIVARE CO.
"SELLERS OF GOOD GOODS"
116-120 East Main St. Danville, IJl.
THE
New Tork Life Insurance Co.
OFFERS GOOD INVESTMENT AND SAFE PROTECTION TO
LOVED ONES AND YOUR ESTATE IN THE
$961,000,000.00 Assets and
$3,000,000,000.00 Insurance in Force
C. C. GRIFFITH, Agent ;asi
TEMPLE BUILDING, DANVILLE, ILL.
3iiiiiiiiitiir?ittiiiii(iiir:ii!'
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Marrs- Tanner Electric
Company
EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL
Office Hours:
Morning, 10 to 12; Afternoon, l:30to4:30
Sundays
:
Morning, 10 to 12; Evening, 7 to 8
Leo V. Fairhal
, M. D.
PHYSICIAN
and
SURGEON
Telephone 717 Suite 201 Odd Fellows Building
135 Vermilion St.
DANVILLE Telephones
Office 2884 Residence 2587
DANVILLE
ILLINOIS
Parle's
Everything in the Ready-to-Wear Line
for Ladies
1 11 N. Vermilion Street
\) IIU il Ic,
SchultzDrugCo.
48 N. Vermilion St.
DANVILLE, ILLINOIS
140
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"Where the Styles Come From"
The Largest and Only Exclusive Ladies'
"Ready-to-Wear" Shop in Danville
"A. B. C." Electric Washing
Machines
"Royal" Vacuum Cleaners
PRICES VERY MODERATE .
Royal
Cloak Co.
Geo. B. Potter
Electric Shop
14 E. North St. " Telephone 2222
DANVILLE, ILLINOIS Danville
Bartel & Co.
Ries-Strauss
Co.
AUTO TIRES
TUBES AND SUPPLIES
Gasoline and Oil Station
Modem Vulcanizing Plant
AGENTS FOR
Hart, Shaffner & Marx Clothing
Farbush Shoes
Stetson and Barsalino Hats
Manhattan Shirts
W^ilson Bros. Vassar Swiss Underwear
Cooper Underwear
Cor. North and Hazel Sts.
Danville, - . _ . Illinois
Will be pleased to show them to you
whether you purchase or not
DANVILLE, ILLINOIS
IS!
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WE DEVELOP ANY SIZE ROLL
OF FILM FOR TEN CENTS When in Danville
AVe Will Appreciate Your Patronage
Eastman's High-Grade Papers and Chem-
icals Used in Our Finishing Departments
Plaster Drug Co. F, J. Turnell
t—
?
WATCHES
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL JEWELRY
Drugs, Kodaks and
SILVERWARE
CLOCKS
Photographic
Supplies
Repairing Done b\' Experienced Men
108 N. Vermilion St. Danville, Illinois 12 West Main Street DANVILLE
The Oetzel Drug Co.
Golden Rule
20 N. VERMILION ST.
Invite Your Inspection of Their Line of
Department Store
IVORY NOVELTIES PERFUMES
TOILET ARTICLES
Their Soda Department Is Clean and
Up-to-Date
SCHMITT & LEACHMAN
Danville, Illinois
Hot and Cold Drinks Served
That Are Good
DANVILLE, - - ILLINOIS
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P. H. Learnard
-HIGH GRADE-
Sporting Goods and Hardware
149 North Vermilion Street DANVILLE, ILLINOIS
TELEPHONE 1038
Your Spine Controls Your Body
Energy and Enthusiasm
come to your body thru the spine, which is the foundation of the
human house. Whatever your object in life may be, remember the
value of a strong spine.
Life Depends
upon indispensable food minerals and vitamines. These must be in
the food man eats, so he may take them from that food. Disorder
and disease is bound to develop when a deficiency of the vital build-
ing elements is aUowed to maintain. Believer, scoffer, or atheist
must see that the matter of food cannot be left to accident or blind
chance. OUR SYSTEM includes these features for you.
DR. CLEMENT M. DIRKES
NATUROPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Osteopathy, Chiropractic, Naturopathy, Electrotherapeutics.
156 N. Vermilion St.—204-206 Fischer Bldg.
DANVILLE, ILLINOIS
Telephones: 1190-4380 Convenient to Car Lines
143
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/ TVish to Thank You-
the students and others at Olivet for their
kind patronage in the past, and I will
do my utmost to earn same in the future.
CLOTHING, SHOES
and FURNISHINGS
Special Discounts to Students
OTTO E. NEWMAN
101 East Main Street One Block East of Square
DANVILLE, ILLINOIS
<]iiiiiiiHrii(]iiii' "19 21
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Those who have used Cable-made Pianos and Inner-Players for years,—twenty,
twenty-five, and even more,—still comment on their splendid tone and lasting
qualities.
Home of the celebrated
MASON & HAMLIN
CABLE
CONOVER
KINGSBURY
WELLINGTON
CAROLA INNER-PLAYER
EUPHONA INNER-PLAYER
Our Pianos are the finest that men and material can make ; built to last, built for
tone, built to satisfy the most particular musician.
We invite you to call and inspect our always large showing of Cable-made
Cj rands, Pianos, and Players.
Cable Piano Co.
119 NORTH VERMILION DANVILLE. ILL.
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One Lesson
Every student should learn
:
That elaborate clothes or new clothes
are not essential to well groomed
person.
The old clothes, if properly cleaned,
pressed, and mended, give you a
neat and tidy appearance ; also shows
that you are thrifty.
:^:
The Illinois T)ry Cleaning Co.
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143 N. Vermilion St. DANVILLE
Parcel Post Orders Solicited
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SANDUSKY
GOOD FURNITURE
FOR MORE THAN TWENTY YEARS
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FURNITURE FROM THE CHEAPEST THAT'S GOOD
TO THE BEST THAT'S MADE
SANDUSKY FURNITURE STORE
37-39 VERMILION STREET DANVILLE, ILL.
CALENDAR
September.
14.—Registration.
1 5.—Acquaintance.
16.—Classes begin.
17.—Faculty members speak in Chapel.
18.—A new planet is discovered—Miss Venus reads
in Chapel.
19.—Informal opening reception.
22.
—
"L. D. " arrives—so does the tuba.
24.—Mr. Roushey becomes business manager.
25 —.'\mphictyon or Bresee?
26.—Prof. Goodwin speaks concerning the Church
of the Nazarene.
27.—Literary Societies organize.
28.
—
" Doc." is late to church.
29.—Miss Muse visits.
30.—Lecture
—
"An Old Bachelor's^Thermometer."
Prof. Cochran.
CONTINUED ON
October.
I.—Fine day.
3.—Bresees post program.
4.—Amphictyon! Amphictyon!
5.—Missionary Sunday.
6.
—
"Staff" suffers with "photographitus." (Cam-
era now undergoing repairs).
7. Somebody's birthday.
8. Report from General Assembly by Dr. Akers.
9.
—
"Palestine Walk" with our Vice-President.
10.—Dr. Moore returns from General Assembly.
1 1 —Hats off to the Hoosier Poet.
12
—Dr. Goodwin preaches.
13.
—
Just wash day.
1
4.
—Rev. U. E. Harding visits.
15.—Tests! Zip!
]6.—More tests! Zip! Zip!
PAGE !<;<;.
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Your Money
Invested in the
Fidelity Investment and Building
Association
Will Draw You
6% Interest
J. W. WEBSTER, Secy.
107 Vermilion St. DANVILLE
The Dixie Cafeteria
I.s the (JiKiUtj/ Hdfiu;/ Place of l>(nirUle
GRILL ROOM IN CONNECTION
A La Carte Service
Catering to Special Dinner Parties
46 North Vermilion St., Danville, ill.
SUITS
FURNLSHING GOODS and HATS
All for Less Money
"Board Bros.
DANVILLE, ILL.
The Biggest Little Store In Town
lis
mum-
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Sharon Coal and Brick
Company
FRANK P. MORRIS, General Manager
Miners, Shippers and Retailers of
ALL GRADES OF GOOD COAL
CORRECT WEIGHTS AND PROMPT DELIVERY
COURTESY TO ALL
Georgetown, Illinois
EARLY DINNER BAKING
POWDER
A Quality Product
Packed in 3 Sizes
6 ounce, 10 cents
10 «' 15 "
16 " 25 "
Packed and Guaranteed By
Peyton-Palmer
Company
DANVILLE
t^:
U<)
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A Bank of Merit
You will find our bank efficient in all particulars to
handle your banking business
Our Vaults are Burglar and Fire Proof
Our Officers are Reliable
Our Bank Has a Good Record
It Is the Bank for All Classes—The Home of Accoinniodations
You Cannot Afford to Overlook These Points of Service
Let Us Prove Our Merit
By Having Your Account
FIRST STATE BANK
Cieorgetown, - Illinois
;'"3i
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3. A. Willingham £f Son
I OLIVET, ILLINOIS ili
GROCERIES .
DRY GOODS '^] ill
-^^ CONFECTIONS
SHOES
HATS AND CAPS
HARDWARE
Clothes Made-to-Order by
INTERNATIONAL TAILORING COMPANY
GARDEN CITY TAILORING COMPANY
AMERICAN GENTLEMAN TAILORING COMPANY
Special attention given to the wants of students. If we haven't what 3'ou want, we
take pleasure in getting it for you. Make yourself at home with us. Yours for service.
:=;
J. A. Willingham & Son
LSI
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SUPPLIES
AND
REPAIRS
THE UNIVERSAL CAR
TIRES
AUTOMOBILE
ACCESSORIES
Dillon Garage and Service Station
T T% \\A\r\r\ Authorized Agent FORD CARS and
tor the Sale of FORDSON TRACTORS
GEORGETOWN, - ILLINOIS
W. H. ELLIOTT O. P. CLARK
i —
;
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GEORGETOWN IMPLEMENT CO.
IMPLEMENTS BUGGIES WAGONS
HARNESS PUMPS
Vll'.LD IXD POULTRY FENCE
lELEPHONE 2.^
GEORGETOWN, - ILL! i\CIS
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J. A. Hirsbrunner
DEALER IN
General Merchandise
COXSISTING OF
Staple and Fancy Groceries Cured Meats Fresh Bread and Cake
Country Produce and Fruits in Season
"A little candy now and then, is relished by the best of men."
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR THE FINEST
CANDIES AND CONFECTIONS
WE CARRY IN STOCK THE LOWE BROTHERS PAINTS,
ONE OF THE BEST MADE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
• PROMPTNESS AND COURTESY TO ALL
WE SOLICIT YOUR TRADE
153
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Ed. D. Jones
State Licensed Plumber
Shop Telephone 127
Home Telephone 22-21
Southeast Corner of Public Square
Georgetown, 111.
ii(
PLUMBING
HEAT BY VAPOR, HOT WATER, STEAM AND PIPELESS
HOT AIR OR PIPE FURNACES
Any kind of Fresh Water Supply System that you want
HOT WATER, COLD WATER
and fresh, clear drinking water
direct from source of supply
TTHERE is no excuse for enduring the drudgery, discomfort and
* unsanitary conditions caused by the lack of running .^^ater in
the home. A Deming "Marvel System" is low in cost, easy to
install, needs no attention and will supply all the water required for
kitchen, laundry and bathroom at an operating cost of less than
1 Cent a day
Your Name and Address Here
BATH ROOM FIXTURES, KITCHEN SINKS
KITCHEN PUMPS AND OUTSIDE
PUMPS OF ANY KIND
TINNING, ALL KINDS OF GUTTER WORK, HANGING ROOF
AND BOX GUTTER, SMOKE STACKS
kOB
• >
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The Olivet Broom JVorks
Makes a Superior Line of
WAREHOUSE
PARLOR
WHISK and
TOY Brooms
T. W. SMITH, Proprietor
CALENDAR CONTINUED.
November. December.
9- Lecture: " Americani7ation vs. Radicalism," I.—Bible conference begins. Dr. Goodwin in
Dr. J. Wilford Garner, University of Illi- charge.
nois.
3.—More heat.-
II.—Miss Reed has pleasant dreams at wrong time.
4.—Chapel changed to il:lo a. m. Gives the
19.—French program. faculty time to get there.
21.—Dr. Akers and Prof. Dance run the school 5.—Skating's good.
alone.
6.
—Prof. Cochran entertains Trig class.
22.—Eclipse of the sun interferes with chapel dig-
nity. 7.—Dr. Goodwin speaks in Missionary Band Meet-
ing.
25-—Bresee entertains Amphictyon.
8.—Tomorrow's Tuesday. .
.
27-—Thanksgiving. "Thank you, Chicago. The
'dormers' enjoyed the treat." 9.—Yesterday was Monday.
28.—Lecture: "The Present Status of the Irish 10.—Staff Meeting.
Problem," Dr. Larson, University of Illi- 14.—Great revival wave.
nois.
15.—Revival continues.
29.—No literary. 17.—Dedication of Olivet Gospel Car.
30-—Rev. Gaar arrives as pastor. 18.—Hurrah for vacation'
25.—That must have been Christmas.
;• CONCLUDED ON PAGE 166
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HEADQUARTERS FOR
WHOLESALE SCHOOL SUPPLIES
AND
RETAIL
QUEENSWARE
and NOTIONS
I^ lorist
Cut Flowers for Funerals and Weddings
Mrs. H.G.TERRELL
All Kinds of Pot Plants GEORGETOWN, ILLINOIS
Telephone 17
North State St. GEORGETOWN, ILL.
Estahlished 1828
H. J. Houghton
J. A. FRAZIER, Jr. Undertaker
GENTS' FURNISHINGS, MEN'S,
LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S SHOES
ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW TELEPHONE 57
GKORCJETOVVN, ILLINOIS
Georgetown, Illinois
156
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The
Georgetown News
Telephone 84. Office Hours: 8-12 and 1-5
Let Us Print Your
Program, By-La>vs,
Stationery, Cards,
General Job M^ork
1 )r. J. H. Myers
Dentist
Geor^eto\^ii, 111. 201-202 Bluford Building
GEORGETOWN, ILL.
G. W.
Satterfield
Day or Night Electrical Treatment
City or Country Chronic Diseases
Dr. M. L. Brookshier
PHYSICIAN and
SURGEON
REPAIR WORK
ON ALL CARS
BATTERY WORK
A SPECIALTY
Office Wilson Bldg. Telephone 156
Residence Fifth St. Georgetown, 111.
GEORGETOWN, - - ILLINOIS
157
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COX'S CAFE
"Good Eats''
Fountain
On the Square GEORGETOWN, ILLINOIS
C. S. PAXTON
General Merchandise
"Grab It Here" Grocery
On the Square
Department Store
North State St.
TELEPHONE 21
Georgetown, Illinois
;
:;
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/. H. Madden
Grocery and Meat Market
FRESH HOME KILLED MEAT
A SPECIALTY
Telephone 142
GEORGETOWN, ILLINOIS
i.s.s
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Prompt and Courteous Service, With Right Prices,
Will Justify You in Giving Us Your Business.
Lest You Forget'—Let Us Remind You
WE HANDLE THE FOLLOWING
Yellow Pine Lumber Redwood Lumber Cypress Lumber Poplar Lumber
Fir Lumber Shingles Lath Builders' Hardware
Linseed Oil Cement Plaster Lead Lime Glass
Barn Door Hangers Barn Door Track Sewer Tile
Sewer Connections White Cedar Posts Red Cedar Posts Porch Material
Screen Lumber Windows Doors Slate Surface Roofing
Galvanized Roofing Rubber Roofing Building Paper Roof Paint
Screen Wire Moulding Iron Pumps Putty Nails
Ridge Roll Valley Creoseptime Pickets
// You Jf'aut All Yom- Grain Is IVorth You JJ'ill Sell It To Spang " '
CALL US
C. B. Spang
isi
GEORGETOWN, ILLINOIS
When in GEORGETOWN Stop at the
Cornelius Roy L. Bennett
Restaurant Barber Shop
ED. CORNELIUS, Proprietor
Agent for Phillips Laundry
Agent for Star Laundry
GEORGETOWN, ILL.
GEORGETOWN, ILLINOIS
159
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The Hub
Visit cur Sanitary Iceless
Soda Fountain, only pure
fruits and syrups used.
DRY GOODS
MEN'S SHOES
GENT'S FURNISHINGS
CLOTHING
We have what y u need in
Drugs and Sundries, Trilct
Articles, etc.
H. L. Smith & Co.
"Blayney &McGee
DRUGGISTS
Telephone 92
GEORGETOWN Telephone 45
GEORGETOWN, ILL.
INSURANCE-
FIRE
TORNADO
AUTOMOBILE
LIFE
SICKNESS
ACCIDENT
HEALTH
III
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Hiberly & McMahon
Insurance Specialists
Telephone 77 Black Building Georgetown, 111.
19 20
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Genuine Favorite
Cast Iron Ran^e
Headquarters for
HARDWARE, FAVORITE STOVES
AND RANGES
We are proud of Olivet.
The strength of American Democracy depends
upon the education of our people and we are
proud of the splendid work being done by our
own Olivet University. All power to her splendid
fai'ulty and may the students carry forward the
fine work done in the past.
Henry's Hardware
The Favoii e S:ore
GEORGETOWN, ILLINOIS
mi
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THOS. H. REES, President L. M. HARROLD, Vice-President H. G. BARKER, Cashier
First National Bank
RIDGEFARM, ILLINOIS
Our Motto
:
ii
Liberality Consistent with Safety ^\
3 per cent paid on time deposits
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent
ii«;
ICE CREAM
PURE - - WHOLESOME :=:
Furnas Ice Cream Company
Telephone 710
DANVILLE, ILLINOIS
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WHEN YOU WANT THE BEST YOU WILL ALWAYS
FIND IT AT THE
Rafferty & Henthorn
Hardware Co.
"QUALITY FIRST"
RIDGEFARM, ILLINOIS
JEWELRY AND REPAIRING
MONROE EWING, Jeweler
LET ME SHOW YOU
Suitable Gifts for Your Friend's Birthday Fountain Pens for the School
Christmas Gifts a Great Variety in Season
Repairing a Specialty Your Patronage Appreciated
Prices in All Lines Right
GIVE US A TRIAL
RIDGEFARM, - - - ILLINOIS
iSi
Oscar F. Miller
Printer and Publisher
RIDGEFARM, ILLINOIS .
The Ridffefarm Repulilican
A Live Weekly
•Ji
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Bread is your best food City National Bank
Eat more of it Jno. W. Foster, Cashier
Ridgefarm Steam
Bakery
CAPITAL $25,000.00
SURPLUS $15,000.00
J Careful, Conservative and Reliable
The home of Bank
"FRITT'S MITIFINE BREAD"
Your Banking Business Solicited
Cakes Pies Cookies
RIDGEFARM, ILLINOIS
TELEPHONES: N.N.MILLAGE
Residence 65-3 Office 65-2
OFFICE HOURS:
MECHANICIAN
8:00 a. m. to 12:00 a. m.
1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. Welding
Brazing
Cutting
Dr. h. M. Hole
Dpnti^t Fairbanks-Morse & Co.'sX—^ i^ f *' t' S'J J'
Engines Scales Light Plants
RIDGEFARM, ILLINOIS Water Systems, etc.
Telephone for Appointment Any Time
62 Office—TELEPHONES—Res. 205
Office Over Hornado Drug Store
RIDGEFARM, — ILLINOIS
III
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D. W. BREWER FRANK BREWER
Isl
IS*
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Brewer Furniture Store
FURNITURE, RUGS AND LINOLEUMS,
QUEENSWARE, PICTURE FRAMING,
EMBALMERS, FUNERAL DIRECTORS
7—TELEPHONES—16
III
III
Ridgefarm^ Illinois
A. P. Saunders
Dry Goods and Clothings Boots, Shoes,
Hats and Caps
Gents' Furnishing Goods, Ladies' Lingerie, Hosiery, Skirts, Waists, Ready-to-Wear
Skirts, Carpets, Rugs, Linoleums, Wall Paper, Window Shades, Lace
Curtains, Mattings, Trunks and Valises.
Correct Things At Right Fr'ces
RTDGEFARM, ILL.
K.I
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THE DETARTMENT STORE
DEALER IN
General Merchandise
CONSISTING OF
SHOES, DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
QUEENSWARE, MILLINERY and
CLOTHING, LADIES' READY-TO-
WEAR and GENTS' FURNISHINGS
111
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Harrold and Reese
Ridgefarm Illinois
:=;:
E. P. JONES
GARAGE
EXPERT REPAIRING ON
ALL MAKES OF CARS
LATHE WORK
AUTO ACCESSORIES
Telephone 93
RIDGEFARM, ILLINOIS
Office Telephone 1 1 Res. Telephone 83
Dr. C. D. HINSHJff^
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
East Door New Building East of
Furniture Store
RIDGEFARM. ILLINOIS
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FORD SALES and SERVICE
SUPPLIES and REPAIRS For Your Order of
TIRES
AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES GROCERIES
FRUITS and
VEGETABLES
SIdell Motor Company
and Call
Service Station
GEORGE HENDERSON
Hueston & Co.
Authorized Agent for the sale of
Ford Cars Telephone 19
RIDGEFARM, ILLINOIS
RIDGEFARM, ILLINOIS
CALENDAR
—
concluded
lil
January.
6.—Back to school.
7.—Second Bible Conference begins. Dr. Whit-
comb as lecturer.
8. "Heap Big" snowstorm.
9.—Editorial staff meeting. Juniors go sleighing.
10.—Dr. Chapman visits. Aeolian Quartette
arrives.
II.—Prof. Williams to Chapel on time.
13.—Aeolian Quartette sings Olivet Song.
14.—Von Stevenson visits O. U.
15.—Ray Carroll takes a vocal lesson.
16.
—One hundred pounds of sugar for the Dorm.
18.— Bible conference ends.
20.—Rev. Hester speaks in Chapel.
Dr. Moore leaves on campaign.
21.—Miss Simms speaks on China.
22.—Mnal exams.
2,3.— l''irst semester ends.
24.—I'.verybody goes skating.
26. I'.xpression progiani.
27. Regis! r:il loll (lay. I'leslinian have tatty
pulling.
2K. Ml•etill^' ol Hiiard (jf 'rruslccs.
31 . Ani])lii( I \ (111 iii(i|_',i am.
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February.
5.—Piano Recital by Prof. Burkholder.
7.—Bresee Program.
8.
—Mr. Carpenter, of the Anti-Saloon League,
speaks.
9.—Artist piano recital by Arthur Friedheim, of
New York.
10.—Tuesday. "Flu."
13.—Freshman class meeting.
16.
—
"Flu" flies.
17.—Rev. Shields of Eastern Nazarene College
visits.
19.—Prof. Goodwin is commissioned to China.
20.—More Aurora photography.
21.—Vacation.
22 —Church services resumed.
27.—Missionary chapel service.
28.—Amphictyon.
29.
—
"What is so rare as a"— 29th ot February.
Mahch.
2.
—iM-eshman " Bulletin " ap]iears. (They're green
but growing.)
3.—Home Workers Chapel Service.
Senior Ban(]uet.
4.—Rev. W. (i. Schurman and Rev. M. E. Borders
visit.
•^K-
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The Home Building
Association
of GEORGETOWN, ILL. ill
^ Is PURELY Co-operative. ALL the
stock is owned by its members and
ALL its money is loaned to its mem-
bers. ^ It pays NO rents—NO salaries
—NO light bills. ^It is under strict
State supervision. A Contingent Fund
is set aside each year to cover any
possible losses. ^ All Loans are secured
by Real E'-tate valued by competent
appraisers, no loans being made for
over 75 per cent of value as approved
by the Board of Directors. Loans de-
crease monthly. ^This Associat'-'on
makes more loans in Olivet than any
other Association.
SEVEN Per Cent Dividends
Compounded Semi -Annually
ji;
W. A. McMahan, Pres. J. R. DILLON, Vice-Pres. C. E. LINDLEY, Treas.
C. E. PRITCHARD, Sec'y. ||!
ii:
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IVest
and
Trust
s Bank
1610 WEST 63rd STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Capital and Surplus $325, 000, 00
;£f:
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OFFICERS
John Bain^ President
Michael Maisel, Vice-President
Edw. C. Barry, Cashier
Arthur G. Utesch, Asst. Cashier
W. Merle Fisher, Asst. Cashier and Trust Officer
16cS
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Fine Cakes
Tip- Top Bread
MADE BY
Ward
Baking Company
.
.ft-
'
BAKERIES AT
Baltimore, Md. Chicago, III.
Newark, N . J. Pittsburg, Pa.
Cambridge, Mass. Cleveland, Ohio
New York, N. Y. Providence, R. I.
WE DELIVER TO OLIVET UNIVERSITY DAILY
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Hxpress ike PersoneLuix
of^yoxir Ochool
/fddress Service
^Department
: fdr booklet
Personality in
G>]IegeAnnuals "
iBM " tnlN
I^^' Elatesin thisbook ^-
, 'Were engraved by
INDIANAPOLIS ENGRAVING
&ELECTROTYPING G)MPANY
222 E.OHIOST. INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
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Illinois Pmntino Company
PRINTERS, STATIONERS,
LITHOGRAPHERS AND
BLANK BOOK MAKERS
CORNER NORTH AND WAI.NUT STREETS
DANVILLE, ILLINOISTELEPHONE 3 17
THIS COLLEGE ANNUAL WAS
PRINTED BY US
-«i
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PIANOS, PLAYER PIANOS
COLUMBIA GRAFANOLAS
THE NEW EDISON
VICTROLAS
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Benjamin Temple of Music
EVERYTHING MUSICAL
DANVILLE, ILLINOIS
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QUALITY, PRICE
and SERVICE
Barger-White
Furniture Co.
Carload Dealers
/; TWO STORRS
DANVILLE, ILLINOIS
•
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The Georgetown Building and
Loan Association
-OF—
GEORGETOWN, ILLINOIS
Established 1891. Capital Stock $500,000.00
The largest and strongest institution of its kind in Vermilion County, outside
the City of Danville.
This Association points with pride to twenty-nine years of consistent progress
and service to the community and solicits a share of your business.
Money invested in Building Association Stock is used to assist your neighbor
to improve his property and thus it benefits the whole community and in addition
brings as large return as any safe investment.
No account too small or too large to receive our careful attention.
t "I
J. H. Myers, Pres. O. P. Clark, Trens.
D. H. BowEN, Secretary
li
ii
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First National Bank
of Georgetown^ Illinois
CAPITAL, ^50,000.00
SURPLUS, ^23,000.00
We Especially Solicit the Banking Business of
the Students and Patrons of Olivet University
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent
OFFICERS
J. G. Clark, President O. P. Clark, Cashier
R. Sandusky, Vice-President R. F. Dukes, Asst. Cashier
J. G. Clark
B. A. Learnard
DIRECTORS
J. H. Hewitt
R. Sandusky
O. P. Clark
Geo. Buchanan
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